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PREFACE
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INTRODUCTION TO REHABILITATION THROUGH DANCE

I could, have danced all night.
I could have danced all night ...

Dance can be a very useful tool in the rehabilitation process ,f
physically disabled person..
It is a socially acceptable activity that
will never die; though if-s styles may change.
For physically disabled
individuals, specificall, those in wheelchairs and those on crutches, dance
can be a thoroughly rewarding experience. Ability to hear and feel music
and its rhythm andsthen move in time allows one to enjoy fully a beauciful
form of expressive communication. Truly "...there is lasting universality
in the social satisfaction that people derive when they move together in
rhythmic harmony." (7, p. 256)
Much study and thought has been applied to therapeutic values of
recreational activities for disabled persons. Dance, one of several major
program areas of recreational activities, has been used widely with psychiatric patients as a means of communication, expression, and redirection.
Dance can be most rewarding as a therapeutic recreational activity for
physically disabled persons as well.
A physically perfect body is not
necessary to dance; dance is movement to rhythm which can be enjoyed even
if it occurs in only certain isolated parts of an individual.
77:
Therapeutic Recreation

The term recreation is generally defined as an experience engaged in
voluntarily during unobligated time for the purpose of personal satisfaction
and enjoyment. When preceeded by the term therapeutic, this definition of
recreation changes nnly slightly. Therapeutic recreation also his as its
goal the enhancement of personal satiscaction and enjoyment; however,
therapeutic recreation activities are prescribed for the additional purpose
of bringing aLout some change in physical, emotional, and/or social behavior
or to facilitate the growth and development of an individual.
The definition of therapeutic recreation implies that individuals
do not always engage in these activities voluntarily or during uneiligated
time.
Certainly, some persons are incapable of making choices due to the
severity of their mental-or emotional illness or due to profound mental
retardation, brain damage, or physical illness, and these individuals may be
required to participate in specific recreation activities as a part of their
treatment.
Ultimately, however, the therapeutic recreation ,pecialist aims
to increase the number of activities available to an individual and offer
activities during a variity of time periods, so that therapeutic recreation
experiences become engaged in voluntarily during unobligated time. When
treatment goals have been met, the individual is ready to assume more
complete control over choosing and engaging in activities, thus taking
part in the true recreation experience.

Dance may be prescribed as a therapeutic recreation activity to give
an individwl ego support and self confidence and also to increase overall
levels of physical fitness. As indicated earlier in this section, some
persons will not voluntafily engage in activity, especially a physical
activity such as dance', because they feel that they are too physically ill,
because they are mentally unable to motivate themselves, or because they
It then
intellectualq,db not understand what the activity entails.
becomes the...responsibility of the therapeutic recreator, dance specialist,
or adapteorph}rsical educator to show these persons their existing
abilities -7- to dwell on these rather than disabilities -- and to motivate
each to participate. (13) Dance will not be the activity of choice for
every person. However, it should not be overlooked, since even persons
with very little body movement.are capable of participating in some form
of; the art.

The Rehabilitation Process
There are three main objectives of rehabilitation medicine:
Eliminate t:e physical disability if possible,
Reduce the physical disability, or alleviate it to the greatest extent possible,
residual physical disability to live
Retrain the person with
and work within the limits of the disability but to the hilt of
his or her capabilities.
.

.

.

The entire process of rehabilitation is, therefore, pra tire, reeducation,
and retraining with the help of professionals from a variety of disciplines
for the ultimate purpose of restoration to as nearly normal a life as
Some of the rehabilitation disciplines include occupational
possible.
therapy, physical therapy, speech and hearing therapy, vocational rehabilitation, psychological counseling, and social work. There is also a
distinct place for therapeutic recreation within the rehabilitation-process,
meeting the individual's social, emotional, and physical needs, as well
as providing the individual with skills for satisfying use of leisure
Since a great deal of the physically disabled person's
time. (11)
rehabilitation involves exercise of affected body pacts, physical recreation
activities are essential.

Use of Dance in Therapeutic Recreation and Rehabilitation
Physically disabled persons, through social dancing -- square, folk,
and ballroom -- can learn to cope better with their problems. Activity
reassures an individual that he or she is capable of functioning and
capable of interacting successfully with other patients and people'from
the community. Mourning and morbidity often experienced by disabled
persons can be replaced by satisfaction at newly learned skills. In
addition, any group activity requires that an individual interact socially,
and dance both encourages and teaches this.

2

Often, a person's inner strengths are overlooked.
Latent assets must
be tapped.
In choosing activity for a patient, a therapeutic recreation
service worker must look to activity in which the individual participated
before his or her affliction and then adapt this to the person's current
abilities.
If a patient engaged in dance prior to ,being injured, if
comfort, relaxation, and emotiunal release were experienced during it, no
individual should be denied the priviledge of enjoying it again. Many
may be afraid to try because they ',hiuk it impossible, but it seldom is.
Each must be motivated, encouraged reeducated, and possibly forced to
participate. (13)
As previously discussed, rehabilitation is a process which permits an
individual to regain functional use or partial use of parts,of the body
after disease or trauma has occurred. Rehabilitation is all of those
processes designed to permit a patient to be optimally effective with
renriining abilities. The goal of rehabilitation is to return the individual
to.the community, while functioning as autonomously As possible.
Therapeutic recreation services and, specifically, dance aid in strengthening
personal skills and social interaction, and do nut allow patients to dwell
on their conditions and become morbid. Though amlical treatment takes
precedence over other rehabilitation procedures, there is documented need
to interject therapeutic recreation activity for moral support and motivation
of the individual. (13)
Obviously, dance is not a universal cure-all for every ailment;'not
everyone is interested in it.
But for hose who are, it is an activity that
need not be denied because of a phys' al disability. It can be engaged in
successfully and bring a great deal of satisr.tction to those who enjoy it
and try to master it.

,
p
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VALUES OF DANCE

Physiological Benefits
Physical fitness may be defined as thi functional capacity of varioms
systems of the body and includes:
muscular strength -- in :imum amount of external foice imposed by P_
specific muscle or muscle group.
muscular endurance -- ability to sustain activity.
flexibility -- range of motion in specific joints.
cardio-respiratory endurance -- ability of the body to supply oxygen
to the muscles for work.
.

-

.

.

.

Improved levels of physical fitness may result from parriciPation in
physical activity, including dance. General fitness levels of a8patient
ma) be enhanced purely through motivational input of dance (motivation or
the lack thereof has been found to have a definite effect on higher or
lower scores in the measurement of physical fitness). (3) In addition, any
of the specific aspects of fitness mentioned above may be improved through
dance activities.
in
A patient in a wheelchair or using crutches must develo(
_:ormance
residual muscles to the highest degree possible to get opti,
To increase muscular strength, a super maximal, force must be
from them.
applied by a muscle.
In dance one is able to isolate a specific muscle
group, work it harder than it is accustomed, and thereby ol-tain an increase
in muscular strength.

PersOns in wheelchairs or using crutches also need to develop muscular
endurance in order that they may walk long distances or sustain pushing
Muscular endurance may be
motions over a substantial period of time.
increased by participating in an activity for more time or more repetitions
than usual. Since dance can be very diversified, interesting, enjoyable,
and social, it lends itself to many repetitions and more time involvement
than other physical activities in which repetition may become boring.
Flexibility can-also be enhanced through
pertinent to modern dance than social dance.
degree of an indiNidual's limitation in range
dance movement can put additional stress,on a
period
range of motion and flexibility over

This is perhaps more
dance.
However, iepending on the
of motion, even a small
joint, thereby increasing
of time.

Finally, since dance may involve the entire body it can have great
This ne -ssitates work of
effecx on increasing cardio-vascular endurance.
large muscle groups, making them function at levels above normal. Movement
can also take place in small, isolated parts of the body to promote muscular
endurance or in all parts of the TNly -- a more grand movement to stimulate
cardio-respiratory endurance.
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In addition to aiding increased levels of physical fitness, dance can
be beneficial for enhancing elements of motcr fitness such as coordination,
balance, accuracy, and reaction time.
By performing each specific movement
in exact time to music, all four of these elements are utilized. Dance
can enhance basic, everyday movement patterns of disabled persons just as it
does for non-disabled individuals.
By sitting or standing erect and flowing
in time to music, poise, body image, and posture can be improved. To look
and feel good is half the battle of recuperation.

Psychological Benefits

Although the physical benefits of dance must never be undermined, this
activity is also a generous contributor to psychological well-being. The
main reason for dance's psychological value is directly tied to the factor
that sets dance apart from other physical activities: good physical, motor,
and perceptual performance does not necessarily guarantee a good dancer;
success in dance is greatly related to the emotion and spirit of the participant.
Dancers are expected to reveal themselves through this socially
approved way of expressing anger, aggression, happiness, thoughts, and ideas.
Thus, physically disabled persons learn about their bodies, find outlets
for their emotions, and consequently can develop more positive attitudes
toward themselves. The fact that dance is a lifetime recreation activity,
too, adds to'its psychological value.
Disabled participants realize that
they are not merely engaging in mindless actiN .y to pass the time while
hospitalized -- this is an activity enjoyed by .pillions of disabled and nondisabled persons in the community at large.
In summary, dance is an activity that may psychologically and physically
aid a patient in more rapid recuperation.
It is an activity that can be
carried over into community life. It may enhance one's ability to express
emotion, interact socially, communicate, relax, be more self confident, and
be more physically and motorically fit.
Dance builds an individual's
strengths rather than dwelling on weaknesses, which is perhaps the most
important concept to remember when dealing with the habilitation or
rehabilitation of any individual.

.

I can dance all ni.ght.'

1
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FACILITIES FOR DANCE

Often in treatment settings therapeutic recreation, being the newest
addition to the total treatment program, i' allotted space that is either
left over or the most undesirable.
Recreation activities, therefore, are
rarely conducted in ideal settings -- the arts and crafts room may not have
a sink, the gymnasium may have a low ceiling, the area for social activities
may be shared with a record player, ping pong table, and treatment carts!
Even _a community recreation centers, recreation personnel have had to adapt,
remodel, or simply make do with unusual or unsatisfactory spaces
Thus, the area where a dance program is conducted may not be the most
However, certain considerations are necessary to make a dance
facility accessible to and usable by physically handicapped individuals.
The reader will probably observe that many of these considerations also make
a dance facility more usable by non-handicapped persons!*
Floors -- should be uncarpeted, or at least not carpeted with deeppile carpeting; should be non-slippery.
Sound Equipment -- should be placed on a stand of table height
equipped with rollers, facilitating operation and movement by
persons in wheelchairs.
Controls -- switches and controls for lights, heat, ventilation,
windows, and draperies should be within the reach of persons in
wheelchairs.
Doors and Doorways -- doors should have a clear open.ng of no less
than 32" when open and should not require unreasonable strength or
effort to open.
Rest Rooms/Locker Rooms -- must have a turning space 60" x 60 " to
allow traffic of persons in wheelchairs; at least one toilet stall
must be three feet wide, at least 4'8" deep, having a 32" wide door
that swings out, with grab bars on each side of the stall parallel
to the floor, the toilet seat being 20" from thi floor; drain
pipe and hot water pipes should be covered or insulated; some
mirrors and shelves should be no higher than 40" from the floor;
towel dispensers should be mounted no higher than 40" from the
floor; lockers should have shelves and hooks that are low enough
to be reached by persons in wheelchairs.
Water Fountains -- the upper edge of the basin should be no more
than three feet above the floor with controls and spout at front.
ideal.

.

When dance activities for physically handicapped persons are conducted
in community settings, these additional considerations should be observed:
Parking -- should be clearly identified as for use by handicapped
individuals only and placed near the building; minimum width for a
.

space ,is 12 feet.

*These suggestions were taken from Into the Mainstream: A Syllabus
for a Barrier-Free Environment by Stephen A. Kliment (Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service, 330 C Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20201).
J7
.1.t.)

.

.

.

.

Ramps -- should be provided in lieu of or in close proximity to steps;
should slope no greater than on;. foot rise in 12 feet and have handrails on at least one side.
Public telephones -- an appropriee number should be made accessible
to physically handicapped persons, with height of dial and coin slot
located 48" or less from the floor.
Elevators -- must be provided when building is more than one story;
all controls should be 48" or less frcm the floor and the cab should
be at least 5 feet x 5 feet.
Room identification -- should be placed on the wall at a height of
4'6" to 5'6' from the floor.
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TEACHING SOCIAL DANCE

Ballroom, folk, and square dances are generally considered to be the
social dances.
In adapting these dances fur and teaching them to persons
in wheelchairs or using crutches no special expertise is required. However,
the teacher/leader should have (1) a basic knowledge of music, at least the
ability to hear a beat, and (2) a basic understanding of the physical
requirements of using a wheelchair or crutches. The teacher/leader should
realize that some dances are harder than others -- the Tango on wheelchairs,
for example, calls for very good wheelchair handling -- but all should be
tried nevertheless.
In ballroom dance couples face each other with no handholding or physical contact; they do keep eve contact with each other -- it makes the dance
so much more romantic!
Leads
the calling of the steps -- are given
verbally by either the man or woman. When teaching ballroom dances, as well
as other social dances, leave the music off initially and walk through
steps until everyone has learned them. Then make up a simple combination
that all can perform together.
For example, in the waltz everyone can try
four basic steps -- one box step, one ladies' turn, and two basic waltz
steps.
It is difficult to remember all the ,different steps for e'iery dance
and takes practice before a lead can be given and followed with no hesitation.
But it is great fun learning.
In square dancing also no physical contact is necessary between dancers.
Calls are given by one person, usually an individual who is not dancing for
an entire dance. Sometimes more music must be added for a move, sequence,
or pattern to be completed, when the movements are especially complex.
In these cases the regularly sung verse of a song may be included.
In other
words, after the calling verse is sung, everyone sings the popular verse
until all dancers have completed the move, sequence, or, pattern.
Folk dances included in this publication are good warm-up and relaxation
dances -- for example, Alley Cat and Never on Sunday respectively -- to
he used to start the activity and to be interjected when dancers need a rest.
'hey are all relatively simple.
Certain features have been included in the sections on ballroom, folk,
and square dancing to assist the teacher/leader in conducting these dances
with greater ease. Instructions for all steps and moves are given in the
form of a listing, with beats of the music listed in one column and corresponding moves in the next.
For more complex steps and moves, diagrams
have been provided which illustrate movements of both partners.
It will be
helpful to teachers and participants to first study the diagrams for a basic
idea of how the dance looks.
Then, as the dance is being conducted, the
teacher or leader can call out moves using the listing. All symbols and
abbreviations used in diagrams and listings are explained in the Glossary
(page 83).

Timing -- full-time, ha " -time -- may be altered according to each
participant's abilities. Mo
should generally be kept small for both
wheelchair and crutch users, but dancers should be sure to keep enough room

9

between themselves so that no accidents occur -- no wheelies, no crushed hands,
and no tripping! It is impossible to set a standard rule for space requiroA
to dance, but initially a distance of two wheelchairs or one adult-size
crutch length between dancers should be sufficient, until dancers are
experienced enough to determine their own space needs.
Enough of introductions!

Let's get started and dance the night away!

,..

t

,,
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BALLROOM DANCE

Ballroom dances include the waltz, fox trot, cha-cha, rhumba, tango,
samba, mambo, polka, and rock In roll. Basically, these dances descended
from the dances tha'. were popular in ball rooms over 100 years ago -- the
minuet, quadrille, schottische, and lancers.

Waltz

The Waltz is of middle European origin. Its style is very smooth and
gliding, and it is executed to dreamy and romantic melodies. Timing for
this dance is 3/4 with various tempos or speeds; the American tempo is slow
whereas the Viennese tempo is faster. Timing should be adjusted according
to abilities of the dancers, or Individual steps may be altered sc as to
keep better time with the music.

Waltz - Wheelchairs

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

F

B

B

F

BASIC
1,2,3
1,2,3

BOX STEP (see diagram, page 12)
1

F

2,3

Turn R 90°

1

F

2,3

Turn L 90°

1

,

2,3

B

Turn L 90°

1

F

2,3

Turn R 90°

B

Turn L 90°

FJTurn R 90°
F
Turn R 9C°
F
Turn L 90°

LADY'S TURN
As the man does balances the woman, takes 12 counts to turn
all the way around to her -,right; she may repeat this move turning
to the left.

DOUBLE TURN
The man and woman make complete turns ih 12 counts, the man to
his left, the woman to her right; it may be repeated in opposite directions.

11

Waltz- -Box Ste.

Wheelchairs

Starting Position

Woman

Man
)(

F

mr.....40.

41.. 4. ...m.411,

B

Turn:L 90°

Turn R 90°

V
F

1

F

1

.

____I
Turn R 90°

Turn L 90°
I

4..../

___

x

F

B

4

.....

I

- - >i,
Turn R 90°

Turn L 90°
-.. si

F

Turn R 90°

L

F

t<

_4E1
Turn L 90°

(Counts)

(Woman)

----

PROGRESSION (see diagram, page 16)
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3

Turn L 45°
Turn L 45°
F - F - F
B - B - B
Turn R 90°
Turn R 904
F - F - F
B
B - B
Turn L 90°
Turn L 90°
F - F - F
B - B
B
Turn R 45°
Turn R 45°
(face each other)
F - F - F
B - B - B

1,2,3

---

FLIRTATION BkEAK
Turn L 45° and F Turn L 45° and F
F - F
B - B
Turn R until you Turn R until you
face partner
face partner

1

2,3

1,2,3
1,z,3
1,2,3

B

.13

1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3

F

B

B

F

CONVERSATION

1 , 2 , 3

1,2,3

,

Turn-I 90°
Turn R 90°
F - F - F
F - F - F
Turn R 90°
Turn L 90°
(face each other)

Waltz - Crutches

(Counts)

(Woman)

(Man)

BASIC: BOX STEP (see diagram, pages 17-18)
1
2

3
1
2

3
1
2

3

Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches R
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches B
Swing - ro
Hold

13

2

Crutches B
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches L
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F
Sving - to
Hold

(Man)

(Counts)

1
2
3

(Woman)

Crutches L
Swing - to
Hold

Crutches R
Swing -'to
Hold

Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches B
Swing - to
Hold

Crutches B
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold

Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches B
Swing - to

Crutches TS

BALANCES
1
2

3
1
2
3

FIRST POSITION BREAKS
I
2
3

1
2

Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F
Swing --to

3

Hold-

,Hold-

1

Crutches L
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches R
Swing - to
Hold

Crutches R
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches L
Swing - to
Hold

2
3

1
2
3

CONVERSATION

Crutches turn L 90°
Swing - to

1
2

,Hold

3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

r

Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches R 90°
Swing - to
Hold

14

Crutches turn R 90°
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches F

Swing- to
Hold
Crutches L 90°
Swing - to
Hold

(Counts)

(Man)

PROGRESSION (see diagram, page 19)
1

9
3
1
2

3
1

2
3

1
2
3

Turn L 45°
Swing Ho3d
Turn R 90°
Swing Hold
Turn L 90°
Swing

and F
to

T

n L 4'5° and B
Swing
to
Holds

and F T ern R 90?, and B
to
Swing = to
Hold .;
and F Tu n L 90° and B
to
wing Hold
Hold
Turn R 45° and F Tun R 45° and'B
Swing - to
String - to
Hold
Hold
face each otter

PARALLEL

1
2

3
1

2

TuYn L 45° and F
Swing - to
Hold
Crutches B
Swing - to

3

Hold

1
2

Turn R 90° and F
Swing - to

3

Hold

1

Crutches B
Swing - to
Hold

2

3

Turn ik 45° and
Swing - to
Hdld
Crutches B
Swing - to
Hold;
Turn R 906.. and F

Swing - tc
Hold
Crutches B\
Swing - to
Hold

As the man does balance S' the woman takes 12 counts to her right
to turn completely around in place; she may repeat this move to the left.

k
---DOUBLE TURN
The man and d-Woman make complete turns in place for 12 counts, the
man to his left, the woman to her right; this may be repeated in the
opposite)dire(l.tion.

2r)
15

Waltz--Progressi n (Wheelchairs)

S arting Position

Woman

Man

Turn L 45

Turn L 45°

F-F-F

B-B-B

Turn R 90°

Turn R 90°
q.

F-F-F

Turn L 90

B-B-B

0

Turn L 90°

F-F-F

B-B-B

Turn R 450
face each other)

Turn R 450
(- face -each other)

B-B-B

F-F-F
16

24

Waltz--Bor. Ste

Man

Crutches

(Starting Position)

0

0

Woman

ltv
0

---40
Crutches F

-->0

gib
OP

Crutches B

glib

--->o

o

C

Swing - to

o

O
Hold

ral

unwie

Crutches R

quii11111

N(

Crutches L

ANS'

o

O

Crutches B

68 ,

0

cie ,

04.

aA

' i

1

I

t

0

%6 0..

Swing - to

Hold

4

17

2="

Crutches F

Swing -

Swing -

to

Hold

to

Hold
,:.

A, 4,
,

1

Oe.

I

0
Crutches L

,..,.p.

..7,

Crucches R

'V

.

Swing - tc.

.

/Poi,
WO'

411116

Swing - to

IRO

o

,

0

Hold

Hold

V

o

6

18

a

Waltz--Pro ression

Crutches

0
62P

Starting Position

M

O
O ,
-:f

Woman

0

''

Turn L 450
and F

Turn L 45°
and B

lea
0
oilil'

Swing - to
Hold

Swing - to
Hold

404

,

Alli

/

. '7/

0

Turn R 90°
and I,

Turn R 90°
and B

\4)

o

0
.

Swing - to
Hold

Swing - 6
',.:1

11,11

1%

TUrn L 90°'
and'F

dor

0

%

Hold

Turn L 90°
and B

dr

.

402,0
0

Swing - to
Hold

Our
f

i

Swing - to
Hold

41,

fii

.
---> 0
Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°
and B

and p

- 40

>

Swing -,to
Hold

0

0

4ND

--,-). 'i

-- .<3S,)
- - ,tEv
o

/

..0-----,

19

.

Swing - to
Hold

Fox Trot

Fox Trot - Wheelchairs

The Fox Trot is a truly American form of ballroom dance. It was named
after Harry Fox, star in the early 1900's who danced to rag-time music in
It is a very smooth dance done in 4/4 time of
popular Ziegfeld shows.
.various tempos.

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

F
F

B
B

F - F

B - B

BASIC
Slow
Slow
Quick

.

Quick

BASIC PARALLEL (see diagram, page 21)
Turn L 45° and
move F

Slow
Slow
Quick
Quick
Slow
Slow
Quick - Quick

B

Turn R 90°
F
B

Face partner

Turn L 45° and
move F
B

Turn R 90°
F
B

Face partner

FLIRTATION BREAK
Slow
Slow
Quick - Quick
Slow
Slow
Quick - Quick

F

Turn L 90°
B - B

B ., B

Turn R 90°
F - F

F
Turn R 90°
B - B

Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°

F

.

B

Tura L 90°

CONVERSATION
From the basic
Slow
Slow
Quick
Quick

F

F

F - F

F - F

Both continue to move forward next to each other, the lady on the man's
right -- this is conversation position.

20

2b

Fox Trot--Basic Parallel (Wheelchairs;

Starting Position

Man

Turn L 45°

Woman

0

X-1

Turn L 45°

/..

II

and move F

and move F

,

4,111

Ae ig
.7

a

r

B

*

)(

I

0P.

Turn R 90°

''

e

'

....P

B

:'

to

Turn R 90°

1

./

F

4):

F

Ise'
,

4..4.

Xa ./.

'

N m"A
-.

--- '

--

,/

B

el)

al

V
.-.-

t

+......

IZ'
".". \

I\

% X -or

Face partner

h\

IA --Ar .:41

- -

&

\ 14..
X

..4

21

; ie.

Face partner

(Woman)

(Man)

(Counts)

CONVERSATION TURN - OUT
Turn R 270°
Turn L 270°
Face each other

Take 6 counts

CONVERSATION ROCK
In conversation position F
Slow
F
Slow
F - F
Quick
Quick
B - B
Quick - Quick
F
Slow
F
Slow
F - F
Quick -_,Quick

F
F

F - F
B - B
F
F

F - F

Do a Conversation Turn - Out to get out of the conversation position
and face each other once again.

Fox Trot - Crutches

The Fox Trot is a very simpl%dance. All steps that are included in
the wheelchair section for this dance can be performed on crutches. The
timing for the Fox Trot is 4/4 and moves are slow, slow, quick, quick. For
crutches it is swing - through, swing - through, swing - to, swing - to.
It may be necessary to do moves in half time if the music is too fast.
(see diagram, page 23)
Counts

1,2
3,4
1
'.)

3,4
1,2
3
4

Wheelchair

Slow
Slow
Quick
Quick
Slow
Slow
Quick
Quick

Crutches

Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing
Swing

-

through
through
to
to

through
through
to
to

Fox Trot--(Crutches)

Crutches F

Swing-through

0
Crutches F

.....4- 0

Swing-through

Crutches F

Swing - to

Crutches F

Swing - to

23
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Merengue

Merengue - Wheekhairs
The Merengue comes from the Dominican Republic. Basically it is a
marching dance? the characteristic style of which originated with a general
who had a limp as a result of a leg injury. The Merengue is done in 4/4
time. At any point during the dance, a partner may call a rest period of
four counts; each move takes one beat.

(Woman)

(Man)

(Counts)

BASIC (see aiagram, page 25)

4

Turn R
B
Turn L
Turn 145°
face each other
F
F
Turn L
Turn Lv45°
B
B
Turn R
Turn R 45°
F
F

i

Turn L 45°

1
2
3

4
1
2
3

Turn R 45°

45°

B

45°

45°
45°

STAIRCASE

F

2
3

'

Turn L 45°
-B

Turn R 45°
Turn R 45°
face each other
F

4

B

SIDE BREAK
1
2

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
Tnrn R 45°
Turn L 45°
face each other

3

F

4

F

1
2

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

3

B

4

B

24

z.

B.

B

Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°
F'
F

Meren ue--Basicc)(Wheelchairs)

Starting Position

Woman

Man

Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°

B

B

Turn L 45o
(face each other)

Turn J, 45°

(Face each other)

F

F

X

.0,
Turn L 45°

Turn L 45°

B

\ X\

clZ

IV
4--

r

..-

u..._---> --.",

B

\

1'

Turn R 45°

'i

.\

\ ....)

Turn R 45°

\
4-.

-....)

F

25

3j

..^

LADY'S TURN
As the man does side breaks the woman takes eight counts to turn
to the right completaly around in place; she should try to do a 45°
turn on each count.
If the leader repeats the call, she may turn to
the left.

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

DOUBLE TURNS
Turn L
F
Turn L
F
T/.1 L
F
Turn L
F

1
2

3
4
1
2

3
4

90°
90°
90°
90°

Turn R 90°
F
Turn R 90°
F
Turn.R 90°
F
Turn R 90°
F

WRAP AROUND
The woman makes a complete turn around in place to the right
(clockwise) as the man moves clockwise in a circle around her. This
move takes 12 counts; dancers should finish facing each other.
4

Each of these steps may be repeated as many times as the leader
wishes.
Calls may be repeated after each step is completed or it may
be understood that the step will be repeated unless a different call
is given.

Merengue - Crutches

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

BASIC (see diagram, page 27)
1

'4

Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

26

311

Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to

N
Merengue--Basic (Crutches)

0

02)-4600
o

0

Starting Position

Man

Woman

o

o

0

0

Crutches R

Crutches L

.
.

..

.

/

Swing - to

.

Swing - to
.

Crutches R

Crutches L
/

Q

0

0
0

o
Swing - to

.

CZVS
0

27

(,)

Swing - to

(Man)

(Woman)

Crutches L
Swing " to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to

Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to

Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing = to

Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

(Counts)

STAIRCASE (see diagram, page 29)
1

2
3

4
1
2

3

4

SIDE BREAK
1
2

3

4

LADY'S TURN

As the man does side breaks the woman turns completely around to
her right in place; this move takes eight counts.
If the leader
repeats the call, the lady may turn to her left.

DOUBLE TURNS

The man and woman both turn completely around in place for eight
counts; the man turns to his left, the woman to her right. They may
change directions if the call is repeated.

WRAP AROUND

As the woman makes a complete turn in place around to her right
in eight counts, and then to her left in place in eight counts, the
man moves clockwise in a circle around her; take 16 counts to complete
Dancers should finish facing each other.
this move.

QUARTER TURNS
1
2

3

4

Crutches F
Swing - through
Turn L 45° and
Crutches B
Swing '-'-.

28

36

to

Crutches B
Swing - through
Turn L 45° and
-Crutches F
Swing - to

Meren ue--Staircas

G

Crutches

t

111120

a

Starting Position
Man

Woman

c

C

Crutches L

Swing - to

0

0

,
0

§0

C

0

'r

Swing - to

.

.

.,

Crutches F

Swing - to

Crutches R

...

O

i

ee 0

Swing - to

4

eJ /

/

,

4

A
0
0<---

I

4, se./

tt

Crutches L

Crutches B

0

,

0
'''

(M)

Crutches, F

04--

Oec-

0
Nk <_

Crutches R.

Swing - to

->

,

Swing - to
.

Crutches B

-

0
Swing - to

Swing - to

o
29

Cha-Cha

Cha-Cha - Wheelchairs

This dancd'is of Cuban origin and has a 4/4 time; the cha-cha-cha
covers counts. 3 and 4.

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

1

F

2

B

B
F

)

BASIC

cha-cha-cha

Shake the wheels, shoulders, or
head. Partners should to the
same-thing.

1

B

F

2

F

B

cha-cha-cha

CROSS-OVER (see disagram, page 31)
1
2

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°
face each other

cha-cha-cha
1
2

Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

Turn L 45° and F

Turn L 45° and F

cha-cha-cha

PARALLEL (see diagram, page 32)
1
2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

B

Turn R 90°
F
B

B

Turn 'R 90°
F
B

Return to face each other

PROGRESSIVE
I

1

F

,13

F

B

F- F- F

B- B- B

1

B

2

B

F
F

B- B- B

F- F- F

2

cha-cha-cha

cha-cha-cha

/

("-------....'

Cha-Cha--Cross-Over (Wheelchairs)

Starting Position

Man

oman

.

Turn R 450

>61,

Turn 1,,,450

xv...
4e.

K®

Turn L 450

e

Turn R 450

d

r
,

cha-cha-cha

7,

_
.....-.*, 4.-4.-....
.........0--.

I/

...........-6--

w

..............

cha-cha-cha

..........

..,,

, .

Turn L 450

)(\/

F44®

Turn R 450

--,1.

Turn R 450

Turn L 450

4.--

"...:

cha-cha-cha

.......A.............-

,.........

---

,---.....

".....A.....A.--

?'

,................

1

3

--.4.......

,...
...

cha-cha-cha

1

Cha-Cha--Parallel (Wheelchairs)
a

Start ing Posit ion
an

Turn L 45°
and F

Turn L 45°
and F

e1

..%

B

X

.

,

A.I.
tlf.

O

X

"1

4., ..e

j<e,

I

B

1,1;4°

11....40

..
.

Turn R 90°

_

...

ite
-

.

'OS

I

e

/

A 71

,.
.

./

xe

,

.

Turn R 90°

0

s. vs

,

g/

F

/*
-.
.

,

K.,17e

P

1 ).4

,/

e

*ist

tt.

41
Nbl
,,,,

//

B

/

L..'

1

It...\\

,...~.4..

Return to face
each other

ipi
/ I tik
419 /

t%

\ 1...

,'

,....
. "S

,,,

...\

e ,I

///

/

t......

32
A1

4

-0

Return to face
each other

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)
..

TURN AND CHASE (see diagram, pages 34-35)
1

Turn L 90°
Turn L 90°

2

cha-cha=cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha
,

1
2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

Turn R 90°
Turn R 90°

F- F- F

B- B- B

Turn L 90°
Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°
Turn R 90°

F- F- F
Turn
Turn
F Turn
Turn
F -

R
R
F
R
R
F

90°
90°
- F
90°
90°
- F

B- B- B
Turn
Turn
B Turn
Turn
B -

L
L
B
L
L
B

90°
90°
- B
90°
90°
- B

CONVERSATION
1

Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°

2

F

F

ch. cha-cha

F- F- F

F- F- F

1

F
B

F

2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

B

B - B - B
B - B - B
Turn R 90°
Turn L 90°
face each other
F
B

F- F- F

B- B- B

Cha-Cha - Crutches

The cha-cha-cha's in this dance remains the same for every step.
Dancers tap their crutches on the floor -- right, lee,., right in time to
the music.

BASIC
1
2

Crutches F
Swing - through

Crutches B
Swine - through

Crutches B
Swing - through

Crutches F
Swing - through

cha-cha-cha
.

2

4r"*4'.

eha-cha-cha

33

Cha-Cha--Turn and Chase (Wheelchairs)

Start:ng Position
an

'Man

/

t
X

Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°

.4,
I'

t
Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°

X

F-F-F

a

X

.4--

E----1 4-"t
Turn L 90°

Tv-

L 90°

+

t f*0

x

Turn R 90°

,

t

Tom"

Turn. R 90'

4-

N

--- *--'t
F-F-F

B-B-B

.

t

x

fa

44,...,1. .............*

.

Turn R 90°

y,

>e

/

k--

)*
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--I

turn L 90°

4 01-1

t r-'
<_-- --.

T

Turn R 90°

X

..''

Turn L 90°

4,

l÷...

si,

41'

Nk't
ie -

E------ .4t--N

tX

F-F-F

\,"

- - -'- '1
B-B -B

--

+............... 4,-+

4.. ..... .

f.-- deTh

E :-

v-.....4.3

.-.-

1

Turn R 900

Turn L 90o

,1

dr.....> ,....---.----

ec-------- 41-

\,
Turn R 900

.....-.>

x

4^

2;
(.6....

,(---_______. dc-dlet

_ -- ..>

,

4-

Turn L 90°

,-->-,

t

X
F -F -F

(I)

--: .2>i
ar (Op
k4...k.-.-,......---.
44' IN
'3!N

k,,---). stotswo"4/ 4., `s4.-. ...... ..... ...

A

35

I

4(

B - B -B

(Counts)

(Mnn)

(Woman)

1

Crutches F
Crutches return

Crutches B
Crutches return

Crutches B
Crutches return

Crutches F
Crutches return

Crutches L
Swing - to'

Crutches R
Swing - to

Crutches R
Swing - to

Crutches L
Swing - to

Crutches L 45°
and F
Swing - to

Crutches L 45°
and F
Swing - to

BALANCE

2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

SIDE
1
2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

PARALLEL (see diagram, page 37)
1

2

cha-cha-cha
1

2

Crutches B
Swing - to

Crutches B
Swing - to

Crutches R 90°
and F
Swing - to

Crutches R 90°
and F
Swing - to

Crutches B
Swing - to

Crutches B
to
Swing

cha-cha-cha
1

2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

PROGRESSIVE
1

2

Crutches F
Swing - through

Crutches B
Swing - through

Crutches F
Swing - through

Swing - through

cha-chi -cha
1
2

cha-cha-cha

36j

(-.7utches B

Cha-Cha--Perallel (Crutches)

0

0

0

a

'

.e
-0

Starting Position
Ma

an

C

Crutches L 45°
and F

o fa,

egtA

Swing - to

...;..w

.....1,

cha-cha-cha

--,

.S.-

40

,s.

..-

-..........

,....

Crutches L 45°
and F

Suing - to

cha-cha-cha

.-........--`

e

Crutches B

G

.e.''...
....'

,5 /
''''''
G

e

e /
e
ll. -

I---

Swing - to

cha-cha-cha

Crutches R 90°
and F

Crutches B

Pr

...-_-_-----.

0

9Ciah

er...._....,...

s...........

Swing - to

cha-cha-cha

..

0

Crutches R 90°
and F

044
,It

Swing - to

II'

1

Swing - to

lip
lit

II\
IIV.

1

cha-cha-cha
PI

Crutches B

or

%/v...

;/.

...-...

4`' \

.

Alt
lit Iiiik

cha-cha-cha

"tell
kl \4
,III'
1

o

Crutches B

+I

o

0
Swing - to

Swing - to
`'.4

111111111111111
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O
cha-cha-cha

F.
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At

A

cha-cha-cha

ti

(Man)

(Counts)

(Woman)

CONVERSATION
1,2
cha-cha-cha
1
2

Turn L 90°

Turn R 90°

Crutches F
through
Swing

Crutches F
Swing - through

Crutches B
Swing - through

CrutChes B
Swing - through

cha-cha-cha
1
2

chacha-cha
1,2

Turn L 90°
Turn R 90°
face eacn other

cha-cha-cha

FLIRTATION BREAK
1
2

Crutches B
through
Swing

Crutches F
Swing - through

Crutches B
Swing - through

Crutches B
Swing - through

cha-cha-cha
1

2

cha-cha-cha
1
2

Cdtches F
Swing - through

cha-cha-cha
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4 f)

Crutches F
Swing - through

Rhumba

Rhumba - Wheelchairs

The Rhumba, like the-Cha7Cha, is of Cuban origin. Its open and circulating patterns have subtle and flirtatious qualities. The timing is 4/4.
Instead of listing conts 1,2,3,4, steps haVe-been_marked slow (counts 1 and
2), quick (count 3),
(count 4). It seems easier tb learn_it this way.

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

BASIC (see diagram, page 40)
Slow
F and Turn R 45° B and Turn L
Quick - Quick
F - F
B - B
Slow
B and Turn L 45° F and Turn R
face each other
Quick - Quick
B - B
F - F
Slow
F and Turn L 45° B and Turn R
Quick - Qu
F - F
B - B
Slow
B and Turn R 45° F and Turn L
Quick - Quick
B - B
F - F

45°
45°

45°
45°

PARALLEL BREAKS
Slow
Turn L 45° an4
Quick - Quick
F - F
Slow
Quick - Quick
Turn R 45'
face
Slow
Turn R 45° and
Quick - Quick
F - F
Slow
Quick - Quick
Turn 45° L
face

F

Turn L 45° and F
F - F

Turn R 45°
each other'
F Turn R 45° and F
F - F

Turn 45° L
each other

TURN TOGETHER - 4 parts (see diagram, page 41)
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick

- Quick
- QuiCk
- Quick
- Quick

Turn
B
Turn
F
Turn
B
Turn
r
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L
L
L
L
-

90°
Turn
B
B
90°
Turn
F
F
90°
Turn
B
B
90°
Turn
F
F
face each other

R
R
R
R
-

90°
B
90°
F
90°
B
90°
F

Rhumba--Basic (Wheelchairs)

Starting Position

Woman
F and
Turn R 45°

B and
Turn L 45

e-

F-F

ji
->
Ay,

B and
Turn L 450
(face each other

X

B-B

F and
Turn R 45
(face each other

k.:;')""

B-B

F-F

F and 0
Turn L 45

B and
Turn R 45

4r- k

F-F

Noll+

B and
Turn R 45°

B-B

F and
Turn L 45°

F-F

B-B

40

4)

Rhumba--Turn Together (Wheelchairs)

Starting Position
Man

Woman

0

0

Turn L 90

Turn R 90

I 4,

T3

ms

iX

B-B

+

41,

4'

1N

1

1

e

4X

Turn L 90°

B-B

Turn R 90°

F-F

F-F

.4C>momm.40

+moo 4r-NIV
e'N
1%

X

I

Turn R 90°

Turn L 90°

le

4,

r
rs
( A,

,--

1X

®I

1

ilk

i

t

I

B-B

A.

I

. 4(------ 4(.*
I 4/

".er

%.1

I.*

/..

a+

I.

r...'

It

itN

1x

co

0

Turn L 90

41-A.
,

I

I 4-- 4- V
Lsi,

B-B

Nk---). ------).1

Turn R 90

1

4 4' ---->V

i

,

\

4'

oIN

4(-4,

4\7->
F-F

F-F

1

I

;

;

40.

41

(Counts)

4

(Man)

(Woman)

FLIRTATION BREAK
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick

B

F

- Quick

B - B

F - F

- Quick

B

B

B - B

F

B

- Quick

F - F

B - B

- Quick

F

B

B

,F

F
F

F - F

CONVERSATION
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick
Slow
Quick

- Quick

Turn L 90°
F - F
F

Turn R 90°
F - F
F
F - F

- Quick

F - F
B

B

- Quick

B - B

B - B

F

F

- Quick

Turn R 90°
Turn L 90°
face each other

Rhumba - Crutches

This dance must be done in half-time.

BASIC:

BOX STEP
Slow

Quick
Quick
Slow

Quick
Quick

Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

4:§

PARALLEL BREAKS (see di gram, pages 44-46)
Slow

Quick
Quick
Slow

Quick
Quick

Slow

Quick
Quick
Slow

Quick
Quick

Turn L 45° and
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B and
Turn R 90°
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B and
Turn L 45°
Swing - to
face each

Turn L 45° and
Crutches F
Swing - throUgh
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B and
Turn R 90°
Swing,- to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swilg - to
Crutches B and
Turn L 45°
Swing - to
other

SINGLE TURN

\

,

"

As the man does the basic box step, the woman takes 16 counts -four measures in 4/4 time -- to turn completely around in place; she
turns to the right first and may repeat the move to the left.

DOUBLE TURN
The man and woman turn completely around in place in 16 counts;
the man goes to .iis left, the woman to her right. The move may be
repeated in opposite directions.

43

5.i

Rhumba--Parallel Breaks (Crutches)

o

0

to Oa
0

0

Starting Position

Woman

Man

0
Turn L 45°
id crutches F

110

1,0;

0

1

.Turn L 45°
nd crutches F

0
Swing-through

_

0

Swing-through

,..

0

0iee

Crutches F

411V
Swing - to

.

e

4

in

0

Ole
,eSwing - to

400

G

lr0
Crutches F

Crutches F

4200

IC _.

F

--..

--Qm.-:-

*,1°

Crutches F

0

0 k
_,,

Swing - to

dr

0

i3;x

Swing - to

0

;i0

Ce'4440
Crutches B

41P

0',

4259 .0

ce

0

0
Swing-through

e
417 e

Crutches B

0

/

00

...

0

44

Swing- through

ic

Crutches B

0

.

. if

.=-_-=

0

Crutches B

.

C;th

Swing. -. to

e...11_

,,,

C

Crutches F

0

\

Crutches B
and turn R 90°

Nit

,,

..

O
Swing - to

Swing - to

-.-----we

---1

as
Crutches B
and turn R 90°

iT

lik\\

NN

Swing - to
\,,

k
\\Au

\41

Crutches. F

Ilik

0
0
\\\A\

Swing-through

Swing-through

ci

F.,

Crutches F

11t,

o

1%16

,,,

Swing - to

.,,,I:11.

Crutches F
111',%1111

Awt.

Swing - to

1\

45
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o

Crutches F

,

Swing - to

Crutches F

\

1111

Nth!

'

0,;

ill I,

4

\

Crutches B

0e-.

\`\%

%.11

0

.

\.4.\(0

\--,

\\ \ \ \ \\

Crut ches B

1,

NO
Swing-through

Sw ing - to

0

Swing-through

11k1,1\,

0

Crutches B

0

1%,

\

N%
K. \\\A%

Crutche

B

Swing -

t0

\.4,

.

O

t1
Swing - to

Crutches B
and turn L 45°

41

/-

\L

I

kl,',

0<
0

C°

A;

).0

--*/

0

0

--

,*---

Swing - to

Crutches-8
and turn L 45

'

Swing - to
a

6
(face each other)

0 'I
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(Counts)

(Ma-`

(Woban)

FLIRTATION BREAK
Slow

Quick

Quic%
Slow

Quick
Quick
Slow

Quick
Quick
Si-w
Qu_

Quick

Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing -'to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing -

to

Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B co

Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
'.sing - to

Crutches F
Swing - to

FIRST POSITION BREAK
Slow
Quick

Quick

Critches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swirl? - 'o

Slow

Quick

Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
,-- Swing - to

Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

Quick
Slow

Quick

Crutches ',

Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to

Quick
Slow

47

5'ki

Crutches B
Swing - through
Crutches B
Swing - to
Crutchei B
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

(Counts)

Quick
1

Quick

(Man)

Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
-r ing - to

(Woman)

Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches L
Swing - to

CONVERSATION
Slow

Turn L 90° and
Tun. R 90° and
Crutches F
Crutrhe.. F
Swing - through Swing Crutches F
Crutches F
Swing - to
Swing - to
Crutches F
Crutches F
Swing - to
Swing - to
Crutches F
Crutches F
Swing - through Swing - through
Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
Swing - to
Swing - to
'Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
Swing - to
Swing - to
face each other

Quick
Quick
Slow

Quick
Quick

Tango

Ingo - Wheelchairs

The Tango is a very sensuous dance Jf Argentinian origin; however, the
American version comes from Paris. It is the ,cost difficult dance to do in
wheelchairs. Timing is 4/4; it has been marked sloW (count 1). slow
(count 2),.Tango-close (counts 3 and 4).

BASIC (see diagram, page 49)
Slow
Slow
Tango
(cidick-quick)

Close

Turn L 45°
Turn R 45
Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
face each other

Slow

Slow'
Tango
Close

Turn R 45°
Turn L'45°
Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°
face each other

Tan o--Basic

Wheelchairs)

Starting Position
Man

Woman

F

B

F

B

Turn L 45°

Turn R 450

x ---->

-

--tea

144

.>

_ __.

4-,

V+

Turn R 45°

r

Turn L 450

(face each other)
......,...÷

1

-... wows

B

......),
F

B

Turn R 45°

Turn L 45

0

Turn L 45

11---,-----,----4
(face each other)

49

.,----i,---).

0

0

Turl R 45

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

PARALLEL (see diagram, pages 51-52)
Slow
Slow
Tango
Close
Slow
Slow
Tango
Close

Turn L 45° and F

Slow
Slow
Tango
Close
Slow
Slow
Tango
Close

Turn R 45° and F

F

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

Turn L 43° and F
F
Turn R 45°
Turn'L 45°

B
B

B
B

Turn R 90°
Turn L 45°

Turn R 90°
Turn L 45°

face each ()dirt/.

F

Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°
B
B

Turn R 45° and F
F

Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°
B
B

Turn L 90°
Turn L 90°
Turn R 45°
Turn R 45°
face each other

CONVERSATION
Slow
Slow
Tango-close

Turn L 90°

- Turn R 90°
F
Turn L 180°
Turn R 180°
about face
F

Slow
Slew
Tango-close

Slow
Slow
Tango
Close
Slow
Slow
Tango
Clone

B

B

B

B

Turn R 270°
Turn L 270°
face each other

F

B

B

F

Turn L 45'
Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

B

F

F

B

Turn R 45°
Tarn L 45°
Turn L 43°
Tura. R 45'
face each other

50
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.

t.) :

Tango--Parallel (Wheelchairs

Starting Position
Man

Woman
0

Turn L 450
and F

Turn L 45
and F

F

1'

A/

Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°

0

Turn L 45

Turn L 45

B

B

-'

0

7,r

B

xA

;I

i/

Ae

0

A,

''
B

,

14=

A-

*
:
4k..

c.
Turn R 90C

Turn R 90°

Zr/
..4Z

51

t..)

+11 tk

Turn L 45°
(face each other)

Turn L 45°
face each other)

0

Turn R 45o
and F

Turn R 45
and F

F

Turn L 45°

F

AC

Turn L 45°

At:

it..4.

Turn R 650

Turn R 45°

B-B

B-B

Turn L

Turn

/,

C .,.._

.

/
Turn R 450

g

N.

it-

\

i...->,1

1

L 90o

.,.,-

r
1`.,

...,

(face each other)
52
)1)

Turn R 45

0

(Counts)

(Man)

(Woman)

F
F

B

ROCK - ROCK I (see diagram, page 54)
Slow
Slow
Tango
Close
Slow
Slow
Tango

Turn L 90°
Turn R 45°
F
F

Close
Slow
Slow
Tango
Close

B
Turn L 90°
Turn R 45°
B

.

B

Turn R 135°
(90 + 45)
Turn L 45°

Turn R 135°
(90 + 45)
Turn L 45°

F

B

B
Turn L 135°
Turn L 135°
Turn R 90°
Turn R 90°
face each other
F

ROCK - ROCK II
This is the same as Rock - Rock I, except, the man moves forward
on the firs, slow, backward on the second; the woman moves backward
on the first slow, forward on the second; tango- -close movements are
the same.

Tango - Crutches

This dance has been omitted for those on crutches since it is too
boring to be done safely and too dangerous to be done otherwise.
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Tango--Rock 1 (Wheelchairs)

Starting Position
Man
F

Woman

X

--->

0

.

- ->

B

B

F

X ---> moss+

®- - -> - - >

Turn L 90°

x ____> --___>

->

- -4

Turn L 90°

4.71

Turn R 45°

Turn R 45°

K

.4e

x- --5--

'A

t

e-- -->----

°°4

Ae

...-.#

X --> .........._..),

;17

F

B

B

...7

,_

X.), ____,

sts

Turn R 135°
(90 + 45)

Turn R 135°

L--

X;--> ---7IC

.

Turn L 45°

Turn L 45°

,,...,

.....,,

.,..,

,.___>._,

....

,....

B-B

_.,-----7

c

--1

Turn L 135°
Turn R 90°

,,ir"

(face each other)
54

6

7;1

Turn L 135°

4.4

Turn R 90

SQUARE DANCE

-Square dancing is a form of folk dancing popularized in the United
States. A square dance is any set dance in which dancers are arranged to
form a hollow square; circle and line formationS are also used in square
dance.

Terms Used in Square Dancing

THE SQUARE
This consists of eight people, four couples. The lady stands on her
partnet's right; couples are designated 1, 2, 3, 4.
X = gentleman

3

0 = lady

0 X

Couples 1 and 3 are the head couples;
2 and 4 are theSTdes..

0
X 2

X
4 0

Couples 1 and 3 are opposites;
2 and 4 are opposites.
X 0
1

The lady on the gentleman's left is his corner; the gentleman on the lady's
right is her corner.

HONORS

This is a pleasant acknowledgement of your partner or whomever the
Couples simply bow their heads
caller may specify, such as your corner.
A
slight
tilt
of
the
head
to
either side gives the move a
to each other.
little more style.

FORWARD AND BACK

O

Dancers move forward, usually for four counts, and then back again
they started.
returning to the place from
1

CIRCLE RIGHT AND LEFT
In a circle formation, dancers turn and face right -- Circle Right -and move counterclockwise around the circle. Or dancers turn and face left -Circle Left -- and move clockwise around the circle.

E3`
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COUPLE PROMENADE
Partners move counterclockwise around the square, the lady on the gentleman's right. The promenade may be all the way mound the square or halfway
depending on the call.

ALLEMANDE RIGHT
Turn and face your partner. Move in a clockwise circle with right sides
together; return to original positions.

ALLEMANDE LEFT
Turn and face your corner. Move in a counterclockwise circle with left
Sides together. This is usually followed by a Weave The Ring.

WEAVE THE RING
The ladies move clockwise, the gentlemen counterc_ockwise.
From an
Allemande Left, pass right shoulders with your partner, left shoulders with
the next dancer, right with the r.2xt and so on until you meet your original
partner or a new partner, depending on the call.

LADIES' CHAIN

--Two opposite ladies move straight across the square to their opposite
gentlemen; they are-turned with a Courtesy Turn.

COURTESY TURN

While the two ladies ar2 moving across the square, the gentlemen move
into their partners' position and turn Eo face the outside of the square.
The opposite lady approaches hpr opposite gentleman's right side aad together
they turn counterclockwise -- the woman moves forward, the man backward -until they are facing the inside of the square.

LADIES' GRAND CHAIN - (FOUR LADIES' CHAIN)
All four ladies move to the center of the square and in a clockwise
circld with their right shoulders facing inward; each is generally courtesy
turned by her opposite man.

56

RIGHT HAND STAR - (LEFT HAND STAR)
This is done by the gentlemen or the ladies. Whoever are designated
move into the center, with their right (left) shoulders facing inward, and
move forward clockwise (counterclockwise) around in a circle until they
reach their original positions.

DO SA DO
Two dancers face each other, move forward passing right shoulders,
then to their right, and then backwards passing left shoulders; returning to
original positions.

PASS THRU

Facing couples move through each other, passing right shoulders with
opposites.
This may be followed by a Clover Leaf; if directed to turn back,
the lady turns to her left, the gentleman to his right.

CLOVER LEAF
Following a Pass Thru, the gent turns to his left, the lady to her
right and move around the next dancer in line, into the center of the square.
Pass Thru again -- the original opposite is now the acting partner -- move
between the stationary couple you are facing, gentleman turns left, lady
turns right.
Move around the corner of the square till you face your
You end on the opposite side of the square from
partner and square up.
where you started.

GRAND SQUARE

This novement looks very complicated, but is easy once everyone knows
where they are going:
(see diagram, pages 59-60)
(Counts)
1-3
4

5-7
8

9-11
12
13-15
16
1-3
4

5-7
8

9-11

Heads move F
Turn and face
Heads move B
Turn and face
Heads move B
Turn and face
Heads move F
Hold
Heads move B
Turn and face
Heads move F
Turn and face
Heads move F

partner
opposite
partner

opposite
partner

57

6

(Counts)
12
'.

.-

13-16

Turn and face opposite
Move B to original position

Sides do the same movement pattern, but they begin facing their partners and
--do the second set of 16 counts first, then do the first set of 16 counts.
'All four couples are in their original square positions when the Grand'Square
has been completed.

GRAND CIRCLE

Dancers are in two circles, the ladies on the inside, the gentlemen on
Dancers move
the outside; ladies move clockwise, the gents counterclockwise.
all the way around the circle until they return to their original positions.

58G

Grand Square

14,

ex

X

x
TT

The Square
(beginning formation)

X

e

Heads move F

X
e.

0+4-X

40

X

Turn and face partner

X

- -->X

X<- -7> 0
Heads move B

0X

e

e

x

x
X

Turn and face opposite

0)

Heads move B

<-x
.

_a. X 0

)0, <-0
Turn and face partner

tr

Heads move F

65<X

**6
Hold

590
U .

0

X

4,

4,

t
x

t

X

0
Heads move H

X

0

Turn and face opposite

Heads move F

---> X CD

0

X

6-4-

(S)

X-, 4-0

X

Turn and face partner

X

X

X

Heads move F

Turn and face opposite

Move B to original position

60

The following pages include three square dances; the words of which have
been put tc the music of You Are My Sunshine, the Coca-Cola Theme, and
If extra time is needed for
Michael, Row Your Boat Ashore, respectively.
dancers to complete their moves, the popular verse of the songs can be sung
by all after the calling verse is finished

70U ARE MY SUNSHINE
(see diagram for * and + moves, page 62)

Allemande left now, your corner lady
And pass right shoulders with your own
Grand circle ladies are on the inside
And the gents, you meet them back home.
Couple 111 lead to the right (to couple 112)

Shout:
.

*

f

Around that
Back to the
Back to the
IBack to the

and
and
and
and

give a little stare
circle your chair
stare once more, and
circle all four.

Lead on to ,le next (to couple 113) and repeat *

Shout:

.Shout

couple
center
couple
center

:

Lead on to the next (to couple 114) and repeat *

Back home you are --, and allemande left now
And ,.ass right shoulders with your own
Grand circle ladic,; are on the inside
And the gents,you meet them back home.
Shout:

Couple 112, lead to -he right (to couple #3) and repeat *
(to couple #4) ant_ repeat *
(to couple 111) and repeat *

After couple 112 finishes with couple 111, repeat +
Shout:

Couple #3, lead to the right (to couple 114) and repeat *
(to couple #1) and repeat *
(to couple 112) and repeat *

After couple 113 finishes with couple 112, repeat +
Shwit:

Couple 114, lead to the right (to couple #1) and repeat *
(to couple 112) and repeat *
(to couple 93) an repeat k

After couple 114 finishes with couple 113, repeat +
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Square Dance--You Are My Sunshine
3

X3

XI

Allemande left now,
your corner lady (+)

And pass right shoulders
with your own (+)

®X
x
X®
Grand Circle, ladies are
on the inside (+)

And the gents, you meet
them back home (+)

o><
X
,t1
gs

Couple #1 lc d to the right.
Around that couple and
Give a little stare (*)

Back to the center end
Circle your chair (*)

ex

x

e

X

Back to the couple
and stare once inure

Back to the center
and circle all four

( *)

Repeat * and + moves as
indicated on instructions (page 61)
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COCA COLA THEME
(see diagram, page 64)

I'd like to teach you how to swing
In perfect harmony
We'll do a dance in your-own wheelchair
Called T R S wow-eee.

'First couple lead across the hall
Divide the square in two
Then circle 'round the outside ring
Back home and then you're through.

+

---.1

Then allemande left your corner girl
Right back to your own
Circle the ring all the way around
Until you're right back home.

I._

Second couple, repeat * and +

Third couple, repeat * and +
Fourth couple, repeat * and +

And now we've taught you how to do
The T R S wow-eee
Let's do it every week to see
How fun it all can be.
It's the real thing
It's the way it should be
It's what we like to see
T R S wow-eee!

MICHAEL, ROW YOUR BOAT ASHORE
(see diagram, page 65)
Shout:

Honor your partner.

Honor your corner.

Alleluia
Allernde left your corners all.
Then it's right back to your own. Alleluia
Ladies form a left hand star. Alleluia
Alleluia
Now it's gents with a right hand star.

Then it's ladies forward and back. Alleluia
Now it's gents forward and back. Alleluia
Allemande left v ur corners all. Alleluia
Then it's right back co your own. Alleluia
Now a gra.td chain (weavv thu ring) around the hall
Alleluia
Then it's right back to your hom.
r
...;
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Alleluia

Square Dance--Coca Cola Theme

.

First couple lead across the hall
Divide the square in two (*)

Then circle 'round the outside ring
Back home and then you're through 0

X
Ob

Then allemande left yecorner girl (+)

Right back to your own (+)

Repeat * and + moves as indicated
instructions (page 63 1

0
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Square Dance -- Michael, Row \)ur Boat Ashore

Allemande left your
corners all

Then it's right back to
your own

Ladies form a left hand star

Now it's gents with a
right hand star

4)

e)

X A
Tien it's lidves forward
and

Now it's gents forward and
back

,ac!..

Now a ,rand chain (weave the ring) around the hail
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FOLK DANCE

Folk dance is widely regarded as the easiest form of dance to introduce
with large groups of physically handicappe6 persons wtlo are inexperienced
dancers.
These dances do not require partners, demand only simple skills,
and involve individuals of every age.
Because of the ease with which these
dances can be taught, no diagrams are provided in this section.

Alley Cat - Wheelchairs
The Alle, Cat is a very simple American folk dance. It is done here
in half-time; the men and women do all the same steps. The dance is done
in-a straight line.

(Counts)

1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8
1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8
1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8

(1)

l,2

(1)
(2)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(Dancers)

Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn

R
L
R
L
L
R
L
R

(1)

B
F
B

(2)
(3)

F

(4)

3,4
5,6 (3)
7,8 (4)

45°
45°
45°
45°
45°
45°
45°
45°

Turn R 45°
Turn R 45°
Rest

Clap

Alley Cat - Crutches

1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8
1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8
1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Crutches
Crutches
Crutches
Crutches
Crutche3
Crutches
Crutches
Crutches
Crutches
'Crutches
Crutches
Crutches

R,
R,
L,
L,
L,
L,
R,
R,
B,
F,
B,
F,

suing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing
swing

-

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

- to

(Dancers)

(Counts)

1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8

Turn R 45°, swing - to
Turn R 45°, swing - to
Rest
Clap

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Never on Sunday - Wheelchairs
This dance is an elaboration of the Greek Miserlou, but hac gained its
name .as it is popularly done to the music Never ou Sunday. The timing is
4/4; however, an entire step takes two measures (eight counts) of music.
The dance is ,done in a circle, all facing counterclockwise. Men and women
do the same seeps..

(Dancers)

(Counts)

BASIC

2

-B,
Turn R 45-°,

3

Turn L 45°

1

4,5
6,7

Hold

8

NGLE TURN - all the men or all the women

DOUBLP, TURN - men and women

3

B
Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

4,5
6,7,8

Turn L 180° (about Lace)

1
2

F

3

F
Turn L 45°
Turn R 45°

4,5
6,7,8

Turn L 180°

1
2

B
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(Counts)

(Dancers)

REVERSE BASIC
F

1

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°

2

3

-

4,5
6,7

B
F

Hold

8

SHORT TURN

This can be done singly by a man or woman, with no call.
B

1

Turn R 45°
Turn L 45°
Turn L or R, all the way
around in place

2

3

4,5,6,7,8

Never on Sunday - Crutches

BASIC

i
1
2

3
4
5
6

8

Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches B, swing - to
Crutches B, swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through

VARIATION R (L)
1
2
3

5

6
7

8

Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches R (L), swing
Crutches R (L), swing
Crutches L (R), swing
Crut-ches_L (R), swing
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-

to
to
to
to

(Counts)

(Dancers)

VARIATION I
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

8

Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches R, swing Crutches L, swing Crutches L, swing Crutches R, swing -

to
to
to
to

Hora --Wheelchairs
The Hora is often considered the Jewish national dance. The circle in
which it is performed .ymbolizes unity for the Jewish people. Dancers, all
of whom do the same steps, move in a counterclockwise direction and in halftime.

BASIC

2

Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn

L
R
R
L

45°
45°
45°
45°

Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn

L
L
L
L

45°
45°
45°
45°

3
4

ABOUT FACE

2
3

4

The basic step is then continued in this clockwise direction until
another About Face is called.

CIRCLE LEFT

All dancers turn to the left completely around in place. This
takes four or eight counts depending on the ability of the participants;
they then continue the basic step.
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Hora - Crutches

(Counts)

(Dancers)

BASIC

Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing - to
Crutches R
Swing
to
Crutches L
Swing - to
Crutches F
Swing - through
Crutches F
Swing - through

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

1,2
3,4
5,6
7,8

TURN IN PLACE

Take 16 counts t- turn completely around in place, either to the
right or to the left.

Bunny Ho

- Wheelchairs

This dance is simple and fun.
It is ar old American stand-by often
done at parties and other social gatherings. And it makes a real hit at
Easter time!

The Bunny Hop (4/4 time) is done in a straight line, one behind the
other, like follow the leader. It is done here in half-time.
1,2
3,4
1,2
3,4
1,2
3,4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(2)

Turn
Turn
Turn
Turn

R
L
L
R

45°
45° (Face F)
45°
45° (Face F)

F
B

1,2 (3) 1

F - F - F

3,4 (4)
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MODERN DANCE

Modern dance may also be included as a therapeutic recreational activity
As previously stated, dance is movement
for physically disabled persons.
even if it occurs in only one specific, isolated part of the body.
Since there are no rules in modern dance, no specific ways to perform,
this division of the art lends itself well to improvisation and creativity
Often a
which can develop a degree of self-confidence in participants.
disabled child is overprotected by his or her parents and could therefore
Through expression in dance, the individual
become very shy and introverted.
may release emotions in ways not possible in other forms of activity. If an
individual feels confident in dancing, there is no reason for this experience
to be denied because of being in a wheelchair or on crutches.

The slightest movement, if done with feeling, can lead to a sense of
However, one who leads a dance activity for
accomplishment and success.
disabled persons must be sure not to overwhelm participants, expecially
those in wheelchairs or on crutches, with intricate patterns that they are
If this occurs, the person will not
physically incapable of performing.
only feel inferior but turn off the activity. The leader must be sure that
success is possible and that it is attained frequently. Dance training for
physically disabled persons is not a means to an end -- i.e. the profesFional
stage: it is an end in itself -- i.e. a feeling of success -- and may be
a means to physical and psychological rehabilitation.
Modern dance can also be used as a learning modality. Stories can be
told through dance, definitions of words can be acted out, and different
animals can be portrayed. The subject matter that can be covered in a
donce is limitless; all one needs is a basic thought and some imagination.
Modern dance can also activate an individual's mind through creativity
and expression and ,ne body by developing coordination, muscular strength,
It can also promote one's social skills. Dancing in a
and flexibility.
group with everyone moving together calls for recognition of anothei's
emotions and motions and moving in accordance with these. Dancers learn to
interact with one another in socially acceptable ways. They learn to overcome feelings of lonlin.,ss and may f nd strength in this group activity.
Modern dance can be a very effective therapeutic recreation activity .,.n both
rehabilitation and habilitation processes of physically disabled persons.

A TRIAL CLASS

Recently, we had a wheelchair dance class at The Rehabilitation Hospital
of the Pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii. It was great fun and the nine patients
who attended had a physically exhausting, mentally stimulating, yet truly
good time.
Since the activity is fairly energy consuming, it lasted only an hour.
The thought of dancing again sparked patients, who usually do not participate,
Since it was a unique experience, they all questioned, "How are
to attend.
we to dance in wheelchairs?" However, with assurance that it could be done,
they arrived; some came basically out of curiosity. There were also two
patients on gurneys and they, too, proved that dancing was possible despite
a physical disability.
We opened the activity slowly with "Never on Sunday". For teaching
purposes the patients remained in a straight line behind me and once the
steps were mastered, we did the dance in a circle as it should be done.
Constant reminders to keep their movements small were necessary.
We then moved on to the waltz and due to the participants' slowness
in moving their chairs, each individual movement was done in three counts.
For example, in the box step, the women moved Back-2-3, Turn L-2-3, Forward2-3, Turn R-2-3, etc. According to the abilities of those involved, the
leader can adjust the movements and the timing for each of the individual
The box step required a considerable amount of practice before
steps.
everyone felt truly comfortable with it. Again, I had the patients line
up, the women in a line behind me and the men facing us in a line behind
one of the male patients.
X

X

0

0

0
0

0

The Cha-Cha was learned next. We needed to change the timing here also,
so, on counts 1 and 2 the women moved B, cha-cha-cha, F-2, cha-cha-cha and
the men followed accordingly.
The Hora was done as written, with no adjustments.
All-in-all, the activity was truly a success. We have decided to make
it a weekly happening here at REHAB!
Bef6re the activity begins, it is strongly suggested that the leaders
This takes only a few minutes, but makes
know their music and the steps.
the activity ever so much more enjoyable. The records I use are the following:

Tarty Dances (Gateway Records)
The Lester Lanin Dance Album (EPIC)
Arthur Murray's Music for Dancing (RCA Victor)
Dancing In Love (Roper Records)
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The tPauhing lineq, for Ivalroom
-- tho men in a Zinn facin

Jance

their parl;ner:3, who are- a.Z.ro in

a vine.
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CHA-CHA -1- CROSSOVER
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The Walt;; --

almost mastered:

The teaching line-up for a circle dance
where men and women do the same steps.

7 9

Q (

u 1

The "!101?A"

137,

OP:i'') I th;->il< the:i 've got,

31

if;!

GLOSSARY

B -- back
F -- forward
4/4 -- four beats to a measure; the first beat is accented
45° -- 1/8 of a complete turn
full-time -- each beat of the music receives one count
half-time -- every two beats of the music receives one count
hold -- no movement
L

left

90° -- 1/4 of a complete turn
R -- right
swing-through -- place the crutcnes in front (back) of you, then swing your
feet through and place them in front (back) of the crutches
swing-to -- place the crutches in font (back or side) of you, then swing
your feet and place them centered betwe_a the crutches
3/4 -- three beats to a measure; the first beat is accented
270° -- 3/4 of a complete turn
-- indicates forward movement in direction of arrow
-- indicates backward movement in direction of arrow
-- (short arrow) indicates a turn in the direction of arrow
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MATH LESSON I

Writing turns iu number.; of devees is the easiest done and the easiest
read, but for those of you who are not mathematically inclined, let's have
an addition lesson in angles and direction.

Turn L 90° + Turn R 90° = 0, i.e., back to where you started from
(e.g. facing your partner, facing straight ahead, etc.).
Just remember
Lx° + Rx° = back to original position.
For example, in the man'. part of the Waltz - Box Step (wheelchairs,
p. 10) the move is as follows:

F

Turn R 90°---F

Turn L 90°

Turn R 90^ + Turn L 90° = 0
(face each otner)

F

Turn L 90°
F

Turn R 90°

Turn L 90° + Turn R 90° = 0
(face each other)
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REPRINTS

The following articles have been included in this publication because
they (1) provide useful information on dance in general, (2) explore the
area of dance as therapy, and (3) deal with dance for persons with physical
handicaps
One article deals specifically with dance for persons who Ise
crutches or wheelchairs.

Special Article

A Report on the Use of Dance
in Physical Rehabilitation:
Every Body Has a Right To Feel Good
BERNADETTE HECOX, R.P.T. , ELLEN LEVINE, R.P.T.,
and DIANA SCOTT
ON TUESDAY VEININCS, the waiting room of the
department of rehabilitation medicine at St. Luke's
Hospital undergoes a metamu.phosis. Modern, molded
plastic benches are pushed agama the walls, becoming
ballet barres, and physically handaappea adults in practice
clothes dance to the accompaniment of retards and drum

opportunities for physical recreation and expression are

Mr. Hecox, who hold) an associate .ippOintinent on the

History

fact It) of Programs in Physical 'I herapl, College of Physireceize,1 13.S.
cians and Surgeons, Columbia Umt
degree in physical therapy it the Coile,ge of Phy,cianr
and Surgeons and an M.A, in dance it Teachert College,

Jong Yue (associate clin.cal professor, rehabilitative

c

Columbia University. She t, an attire inewher rf the
American Physical Therapy Association She has an extensile b,zckground in both perf-rming and educational
and dance choreography She hat taught in apt-irate dance
studio and in community centers

Ms. Levine, after studying dance tecAnzquer, earned a
Cohonbu
state certificate in ph)ric.il therarl
versa). She then 14 ork,d as a sq ;hr.:pit at the Hospital
for Special Stager} in :jet< York City In ::, 1971, the
joined the Dant,: Prolcit tit Grecce, r< hi r, Ile per

as vell as t.zught .inato

to latices Mi Levine cur-

rently teaches anatomy and kmerv'in,i., it the Dant."
Not..tion 13nreou nn Ma York Cu,

Mts. Scott, :cho holds an AI /I in nttlnopo ?ogi from
Teachtrs College, Columbia Unit crittY hat Wale./ Haitian-Afro-Caribbean dance and modern :lance and in
1971-1972 hid a Dance 1 ',cater ll'orkshop scholar-chip
She hit tavht .Line ro ',Vier' it Rtkerr Island Che cur
iii Litt for the Amerce in liar
rently a ork, as re re

Dancers and therapists who conduct these session,

feel that this modality adds an exciting dimension to rehabilitation. The purpose of this report is to describe the
culmination of nearly three years' activity in adapting
dance for this use

With the encouragement and sponsorship of Dr. Shyhmedicine, Columbia University, and director, department
tit iehabilitation medicine, St. Luke's Hospital), four of
us* rook the initial steps to conduct dance classes for
physically handicapped aoults in July of 1971. Three
physical therapists and an aspiring dancer, we shared a
love of movement based on each of our many years of
dance training. We also held in common i conviction of
the salutary effects of regular dance practice classes on
mind and ht dy, and a cariosity concerning its potential
usefulness aryl appeal to people with limited or impaired
movement ea-mrity Dr. Yue wondered, from a medical
siewpoint, whether this approach to movement might
result m additional gains for certain patients with varied
long-term physical handicaps who had completed traditional therapy programs, he wondered, toil, which kinds
of diagnosis might respond optimally to a dance approach
to rehabilitation.

I here were a number of obstacles to beginning our

beat

classes, many of which persist. Among these, the task of
coordinating the available time and energy of four active
people, the absence of any special transportation service
easily and inexpensively accessible to participants to insort, their arrival at St. Luke's at an appointed time with

authors, have been primarily incolced with 1 ins scene
has been replicated at Si Luke s arthritis clmic on
Wednesday at lunchtime Fut'her upzownit (AilumbiaPresbyterian Medical Center, eancwalking and wheel
chairbound multiple sclerosis patients "dance at !wish
hour every Monday, while an arthru.s group gathers the

problems I low everifter months of sharing ideas and attempting to overcome these obstacles, we Acre eager to
begin Space. vvas, therefore, provided on a regular basis
at Sr Luke's Hospital for a group to meet weekly, and
our initial pameipants were referred by Dr Yue and his

Association.

(1 he evening group at St Luke s Hospital is the
oldest of the groups to cc deseribedind the one at the

follow.ng day

niummim trouble, and the difficulty in obtaining refcrral,. partly because of transportation needs, are still

staff

Dance, by its very nature pb} quit, lends itself for ase
physical therapy ;nodality In (2 eh instance cued,
as
adubs w hose
dance also provides a muchiceded 4)lit!:t

-

he authors and Ruth fat; ghw9ut, formerly superviso of
therapy students at Columbia University, Collcgi of
taco and Surgeons, now living in England.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE
We chose to direct our efforts to working with handicapped adults, rather than children, as the outlets for
physical recreation of the foimer group are relatively few.

We also chose to rcsaict our efforts to adults whose
primary problem was physical, as much attention has already been given to use of dance in psychotherapy. Regular

participants in the Tuesday night group are outpatient
adults and volunteer dance and/or, therapy students Ages

range from 21 to 55. Mobility within the group rango
from the wheelchairbound to totally independent ambulators. Disabilities include cerebral palsy, multiple
sclerosis, stroke, traumatic brain damage, peripheral nerve

damage, amputation, and poliomyelitis.
Instead of consisting of one teacher and many students,
our class became a rather informal group of professional
dancers, physical therapists, handicapped adAts, and therapy students. Our handicapped participants expressed en-

nt at moving alongside nonhandicapped visitors.
i:ough we had not anticipated this ( in fact, our expectations were the opposite), we incorporated this feature, Leadership of the class-alternated among the four of
us, fiit,Keekly, then monthly.

A well-balanced session will therefore include the following elements:

1) Body warm-up total bot, movements and movement
of isolated parts, always with motivation not directed toward the purely mechanical. For example, directing people
to explore the space around them might result in both
high-reaching and low-crouching movements. This, in
turn, accomplishes the objective of warming up the total
body and avoids mechanical directions such as "bend/
straighten" or "up/uown."

2) Exerases based on dance techniques: ballet barre,
modern dance floor exercise For example, a study for
balance that emphasizes awareness of energy flow, control

of tension, and centering. (The concept of "center" is
common in dance language. It refers to center of gravity
and torso control in general, for whole body control and
balance.) Another example: repetitive movements to improve endurance, presented with variations in timing or
esthetic quality.
or

3, Movement involving other;, dancing with partners
n a circle For example, mirroring another person's

We feel that this unplanned feature of the groupits
diverse compositionhas been a definite asset, helping

movements and folk dances.

to achieve the goals of our activity. Although initially they

through movement. Fxarnples, dance improvisation based

were implicir, these goals can now be stated.

on individual drawings done at the start of a session or

1) to improve the handicapped person's attitude toward

him- or herself, chaaging mg-aye attitudes toward the
body for what it can't do to prick in what It can do;

2) to provide an enjoyable physical outlet for the person whose need of recreational movement is so often
neglected and whose opportunities are few;

3) to improve physical ability, by achieving gains in

4) Opportunity for individual expression: verbal or

relaxation breaks in which discussions occur.

5) Moving just for fun; nu goal specified. For example,

dancing to music, from Chopin to rock, sometimes in
simple, prearranged combinations, and at other times
using traditional social dances, as waltz or merengue. Another example: running through space, with assistance if
necessary, simply to enjoy the sensation of moving.

4) to improce each pax ticiplids functioning in daily

We consider overlapping of these elements in a given
activity desirable and try to include as many elements as
possible in a given session Often, the isolation of body

life, regardless of whether this reflects physical improvement, incitased confidence, loss of self-consciousness, or
other psychological/social improvement,

parts is accomplished hi a click, with individuals improcising m round -robin f isinon Thus, social involvement is tuhtrtnt in the physical activity. Often, too, a

5) to provide an oppormnity to the person with a
physical handicap to. experience with his or her own

class is designed so that simple elements converge in a
"fim' lied product" For example, a recent class was
planned so that warm -up and technical excrtises culmi-

ach areas as strength. coordination, and balance;

bodynot as a spectatorthe art of dance.
After almost three years. we feel that these objectives
are for the most part achieved in our weekly sessions The
nature of these session. will now be described in greater
detail

Our Weekly Classes: Format of Sessions

nated in choreography to Carmen MacRae blues The
dance's sustained movvinents were devised to improve
baiance, a
r section involved pelvic movements to
itiLrvas
'nos of the center boil-, other ;its of this
dance recto
1 the individual to cove through space, if
only with a ep, or gesture. The slow tempo of the dance
enabled all to pa-ticipate. As part of a group composition,

As dancers, we hold in llirlinUrl the bcliJ that o ?auks is
a unique form of physical all 1% lLy, bewiiiic it siniultanoodsly involves the individual socially, creatively, expressively,

purple had to be ...ware of thcir own movements, of a
partner's movements, and of the group temporal-spatial
design.

and physically. Thus, movement can be initiated by emfocusing on inphasizing one's strengths, malts tl

Within the framework of group activity, there must
also be tailoring of details to meet individual needs. In

dividual weaknesses, or ACLICVCMCCIt in absolute terms.

any group, individual capacities, levels of skid, and frusaa91
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

tion tolerances are always present These differences arc
even more pronounced in our group There is, for example, the obvious differente in diagnoses of participants
but, even within like diagnoses, strengths and weaknesses
differ. Our goals, expectations, and means of inev ing
improvement are not the same for any two people Lath

Following an auto accident three years ago, which left
r temporarily paraplegic, she had a spinal fusion. She
now has a foot drup and abductor lush but goes everywhere wearing a short-leg posterior splint
When Jennifer started with us 18 months ago, we
noticed that she was an "all arms and legs" personwith

member of our group attempts, as do dame students every-

little awareness of total body movement. She claims great
her
pltaaire from the class and learnint, to use all
teaching skipping, we emphasized the sensabud)
tion of lift" in the torso. By really using the whole body,
Jcan,fer progressed from one kg to alternate leg skipping

where, to approximate with his or her movements a vet
of cleaner, idealized movements, one neck's goals, when
accomplished or mastered in part, give way to new goals
or emphases, adjusted to new levels of skill and integration for each person. Our classes are planned, insufat as
whole person' is that per
possible, to read)
changes, subtly or markedly, we try to modify our goais
and methods fur reaching that total pe:son The capsulized
descriptions that follow convey some of the variation in
goals, methods for achieving these, and improvements
noted for individual class inerribers The following cast
gi)ell moments An
studies illustrate mdivulil.11 goals
this continuing process or dialogue

and she can also do a run of sorts. She recognizes that
these aren't qu to "normal" mechanically but feels more
scenic, as they are useful in emergencies She need no
longer paint when the traffic light changes as she is
crossing the street alone.

.1f,,nla has been in our group almost since

its be-

ginning Having suffered severe brain damage in an auto

accident, she was told to be realisticthat shed never
walk again Because of excellent therapy and tremendous

Case Studies

Maria was 23 years old when she pined our group
She had come to New York from Puerto Rico several
years before and still spoke very little Fnglish Iler
diagnosis was cerebral palsy, a spastic lel: hemiplegic
with greater Involvement of the upper extremity There
had been surgical tendon transplants on her left hand

Maria's kft arm was limited o less than 90 degrees
abduction and this was attributed to spastacity All of her
movements contained extremely shy mannerisms and she
seldom tried to use her left an at all Though she walked
with a near normal gait, Maria lacked the coordination

to skip and run When she first came to class, she was
always accompanied by her mother, who would remain
during the entire (90- minute) session

We taught Maria to use her arm as an extension of
the total body, rather than at an isolated part We also
e..couraged coordination of arm and leg movements,
using familiar merengue music. winch the seemed to en10:"

One and one-half yens after joining the group, a

number of changes could be seen Mann s .inn .abduvtc
passively to 150 degrees and the ricer u. Six walks with
oppositional arms and can now skip and run Occasionalh,
we observe her skipping down a deserted corridor in the
department Her body has become more coordinated and
useful and a source of pride, Maria 'Ac-m dance practice
clothesleotards and tights, which are rceornini n
though optional, for classes (Alternative dress is h)osefitting or old clothes ) She now arrives inicscortcil fir accompuued by a friend This year Mina has started attedd
ing English classes ar night school

/muter is a lovely young we,:nan ern her mid-tweniits

motivation, she was walking with one one when she
came to our group three years after her accident. She had
also completed her Master's degree since her hespitalizatiOn Marsha's walk is rot stableshe falls frequently. Her
very high al is to walk well enough, with a cane, w
cross a city street

Marsha now stands and walks with better alignment
and her ability tc direct her body in space has improved.
All of her movements have smoothed out considerably;
she has learned to move with less tension, particularly

ul the arms and shoulders She can walk down a long
corridor at St Luke's with greater ease arid stability in
about 8 minutes, instead of the 15 minutes It used to
take She has decided to use a "quad" cane until her
balance Is even more Improved

One evening, Marsha ably adapted a creative class
project to her own parnediar needs. Everyone was dictcd to sit, lie. or kneel and then move on any of these
/el, levels, experimenting with the many parts of the
body that could possibly bear weight Marsha said that
this activity gave her a new outlook and eunfidenec. If
and when she should fall. she could. through experiment,

find a way of gutting up by herself and need not he
totally dcpender on others for help She has now devised

several ways of 2,tttlag up from the floor. This is an
illustration ol" what can happen with nongoal-oriented
:novena ie. ICA t...v !CM ChM Is ;us( for pleasure, or for the
.iry Marsha also says that, prior to her
plc:Jaffe of

accident, she hid very little body awareness and that it
rev:la:am to discover that "a body has a right to
fed go

Bid and Role, a gregarious and charming middle aged
ing geolocouple, bud have cerebral palsy Bud, a
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gist, was one of the most severely disabled in our group.

During an evaluation, he could barely move hi, arm
forward due to spasticity. However, m class that night,
when ins,ro,-Pd to reach toward a partner with ,1 greeting

motion, ne moved in a relaxed way, accomplishing the
movement wisn comparative ease. Here, the motivation,
aside from enjoyment, was probably sus..al interaction.
Bud often is accompanist for the others, as they step
across the floor, he beats the drum with a good, steady
beat We believe he feels satisfaction in doing something
physical that is also helpful to others On one occasion,
when we explored tension in neck and shoulders during
a warm-up period, Ruth, a dancer-volunteer, massaged
Bud's neck as he stretched it and let his head roll from

side to side Then Ruth sat in front of Bud so that he
could do the same for her As a dancer, she could benefit
from this exercise as well as he

Bud and Rose joined the group because Ruse noticed
that she was falling more often and that she tired more
easily She was no longer able to "window shop' through
lepartment stores, one of her favorite pastimes While
sensing that she was regressing physieally. Rose's eager
reetptivity and gift for expressive movement vas obvious
almost immediately Ile: weekly partieipation w elasses,
which she dearly enjoys, has increased her physical endurance She recently reported din slit managed to browse
on every floor of Macy's 3 Ith Street store

Variations: Arthritis, ,Multiple Sclerosis Groups

transportation department suggesting ways to ease public
transportatiou problems for handicapped people. The
members have parties, as do most of our groups, and e)spress great pride in their groupness. The sparkle in their
eyes when Leming to and going from sessions sets them
a
from most clinic patients.
re second arthritis group was started at St. Luke's
Huspival It, too, had its individuality and reruis, were also
positive. Dante movement principles were presented but
nut aught as actual dances. The leaders preferred to call
it a movement group. Sessions ended with discussions of
strictly functional activities, such as better ways to carry
groceries and to dust chairs.
With splendid interdepartmental cooperation, a mul-

tiple sclerosis group was organized, also at Vanderbilt
Clinic. With cooperation of the neurologists, the neurological clinic social service department organized the
group and provided transportation, and the physical therpy department provided space for it to meet regularly.
There arc five wheelchair-bound women in this group of
seven. Sessions emphasize what one can do, rather than
striving ro ellfielt what one emit do To aid in function,
rouveme..t dynamics, such as swinging and counterbalance,

are taught, as well as the use of substitute movements
or ways of "eheat...g," such as initiating movement from
the hip when the ti .gh LAO( do it Emphasis is on the use
of areas not severely affected neurologically, but weak
from disuse; we also seek to maintain range of motion
and ..--ength. All participants report increase in fuoc.tion.

Most of this class consists of mat and sitting work,

Our exeitement at the results of our experiment as
illustrated by the foregoing stimulated our desire to see
our concept adopted by others.

Several other theracist, expressed a desire to organize
groups, we eneuviraged this and gladly helped them organize by conducting their groups fur the first month ur
two These groups differ frum our primary group in that
all members I Ave similar diagnoses

At Vanderbilt Clini:, Columbia-Presbyterian Mt./ALA
Center, a group is comprised of moderately Aye re arthritic

such as a modified ballet bare while sitting side yards on
Limas and a hat and cane kick routine to "Hello, Dolly,"

also performed while seated. Those who are uoable to
kick eumpeusate by exaggerated hat and cane gestures
with arm and torso movements. These women save made
each session a "social", they always come dressed for a
social occasion During sessions they frequently exchange
information and helpful suggesi,,,,is Conversations range
from how to eupe with depressions to where to buy wigs

and eluthes, since they must shop by mail older. After

patients The basic movement forms is the same hue as
in our heterogeneous group at Sr, Luke's, but goals are
different: to teach patients to case the pain occurring with
movement, through decreased tension, effort, and speed
The warm up is to gcmie music, using nonpainful parts
first, that total body involvement, and finally, niuv lit, the
most painful joints Nfovvoulits site prescritvd to baby"
the joints, suet] as love pats aud gentle, soothing aetis ales.
A typical szssion might begin lust that easily and build
up so gradually that it ends %kith patients laughing and
dancing to lively rock music, like teenagers, using ankles,
knees, and shoulders The unique feat-re of this group
is that a social worker is also involved, encouraging inform3I talk sessions There is a strong sense of group,

It should be borne in mind that the activities of the
groups docill,e.1 are distinct from traditional therapies
and Lin either supplement them or preside a eontinuing
outleths,th pleasurable and therapeutic.
Clsuribis, .t below-the-knee amputee, entered the group
with a goal of achieving a normal gait without a cane.
Slit started from a very stiff knee and lurch gal:, using a
Lane In getting her to free her leg 'units and pelvis, we
introduced tap dance shuffles and even burlesque bumps
into sessions, she can now also do the polka and can run

exhibited in the letter they jointly wrote to the City's

a little.
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class they wheel to the coffee shop together.

A Continuing Therapy

SPECIAL ARTICLE

Claudia has just about reached her goal but keeps
joking, "Please don't fire me yo r." We have no intention
of "firing" her. Why should Claudia stop danung? With

a flair for the artistic, she is involved with an art form
and wishes to stay involved. How lung should ouc slay
with any arc? Forever, if possible, or as long as it still

rcsowcesind orientation of group leaders, In addition,
the great diversity of the second-mentioned groupits
very heterogeneity has been an unforeseen strength.
In adapting dance for use in physical rehabilitation,
we ale pleased with our success thus far in achieving our
goals:

brings pleasure.

1l to increase the individual's pride in what his or her

Summary/Conclusions

body can do,
2) to provide an enjoyable physieal outlet for the per-

The results of our efforts indicate that dance can be
adapted for use in physical rehabiluatign as a physical
therapeutic tool, an c"pressive art form, and as a social,

son with few such opportunities;
to improve ins or her physical ability;
4) to improve his or her functioning in daily life;
3r

r

emotional, and recreational outlet

Our effort here has been simply to document our accomplishments to date. We believe that the potential
use of dance in this context has scarcely been tapped, the
development of widespread use of dance in physical re
habilitation will have to await further clinical stodies.
We have described the use of therapeutic dance in
two group situations

I) groups of patients with like diagnoses in which
activities are conducted by personnel of varied
health professions t uccupariunal therapists,

therapists, social workers) with some dance background.

21 a group made tip of people with 118-Mut;Cilvull,
handicaps and participating dancers and physical
therapy students, taught I y physital therapists and
dancers, together.

In both cases, we have observed , salutary results
psychological/social, physicaland xvle have attributed
a dame CV
these to the fact of group participation
pcnence. Each group has unique strenli4ths, problems, and
emphases related to its composition, Chit is, to individuir
diagnoses, skills, and resources, as Well as the training,

to gratify our own destrc ,that every personin
chiding the physically handicappedhave the opportunity to experience with his or her own body
the unique rewards of the arc of dance

At KNoSs.'Llilx,stt Nis

Doris Lambert, chief physical therapist at St Luke's 1-Lspital,
assisted in getting classes under way by providing referrals, arranging use tit clinic space after hours, etc
Betty Meredith-Jones success in conducting classes for Par-

kinson patients for over 10 years, using 1-than's Effort-Shape
principles, provided us with ins,.. ration and courage
Mary 1 Callahan, director, and other faculty members of
Progtain in Physical Therapy, Columbia University, cooperated
in time scheduling, etc , sit that die multiple sclerosis group at
Vanderbilt Clinic conducted by Bernadette liecox might continue
on a weekly basis
-1 he Columbia-Pzesbyter.an, Vanderbilt Clinic Arthritis gaup
is conducted by Ann B. Edgar, R T , physical therapy super.
visor it Pediatric and Arthritis Clime' Columbia-Presbyterian

Medical Center, and by Ruth 1:rschberg, senior social worker,
Arthritis Clinic Social Service, Presbyterian Hospital.
Hie St Luke s Arthritis group, tonporarily discontinued, was
c inducted by N'irgtnia Stillman, 0.TR , director of occupational
therapy, and _lc wel Derin, R PT Assistant thief of physical therapy, both of St. Luke s I lospital, department of rehabilitation
mednine
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Dance is one of the lifetime sports.
lhis phrase may well shuck both physical educators and dancers, but dancing
is a way of gaming physical fitness and
maintaining it throughout one's life

Through the discipline of dance, the
body can increase its flexibility and
range of motion .nd improve dynamics,
vitality, strength. endurance, spatial
perception, and rhythm
Physical fitness rarely "Just happens.
It is generally the result of knowing
what to do. Students in secondary

school and college have a final opportunity to gain the motivation, the knowledge, and the skills that will help them
throughout their lifetime to maintain
physical fitness

DANCE
AS A

LIFETIME
SPC RT
A teacher of dance
for over 20 years

Dance can accomplish

these goals in the physical education
program

When students reach the high school
they are ready for movement such as
social dance, folk and square dances,
modern dance, and other dance forms
that are more challe4ang, mentally and
physically. than their elementary school

mind and to discover what that body
can do. Modern dance has great potential for fulfilling physical, social, and
psychological needs.

Nlost women, from their teens, have
desi.e to improve their figures, to be
physically attractive, and to be better
coordinated and more graceful. Dance
can motivate girls in the physical education program by helping them attain
desired objectives. Once dance activities be -on': an established part of their
lifestyle, students are mere apt to continue good physical fitness practices
throughout their lifetime.

A disciplined body is" as

vital to/

success in dance as it is in any sue.

. dancer's body must be disciplined
and sensitive to ifS'environment. Emphasic on good body mechanics
help the student learn to protect lalr
physical instrument from injury. Good
breathmg habits help in increasing en-

Improved posture,

durance.

balance,

and flexibility result in more efficient
movement.

movement education Cxperiences. Dance
IS a coeducational
activity. requiring

Warm-up techniques should include
principles relating to the prevention of

agility, rhythm, and Snot and contrib.
utmg emotional, ocal. mental and
aesthetic values to the physical educa-

ment in the joints and muscles. Sud-

tion program.

Ir modern dance, each individual

injury and increasing the range of movesiolent movements should be
avoided in a warm-up as they can res'ilt
ui inuscle tears, especially if the musden,

"cold." The teacher should

contends th4 dance
should be iipluded
in the
sports
physical e ucation

competes with himself Just as m Jogging

cles

ant' many other lifetime sports. Moo-

avoid too much lecture. the emphasis
moat be on doing and "feeling with the

Program.

teachers to satisfy the need for self-

the body t. muse, Foi example. when
the knee ri_xes, it should do so over the

expression in a socially acceptable man-

center of the foot: if the knee is

ner.

lowed to roll inward, permanent dan...ge can he incurred. After warm up

cri. dam.: uses the total physical, mental. and emoiianal FCVOIISC, of the individual> Jr utilizes spec.alized techniques. ierminology. literature. and

Modern dance in a dance for poysical fitness" program tan be of tremendous benefit to both men and women.
but especially for women. Recently
there has been much discussion among
phs sical educators about the importance

of lifetime srfor girls and women
that will desolate and maintain strength,
flexibility. agility. and endurance Each
woman should le.irn the unique characteristics and needs of her own body
Sac needs to learn whit ohxstcat and
health practices will provide the great.
est

benefit to that

unique both and

R
COW DIA SN I'DLR toachev
dant e for ph'. al Minns at au Uru-

are

muscles** The student should be taught

the safest and most efficient way for

exercises, students may perform limbering and; stretching techniques. The purpose

t t warm up exercise

is

to stim-

Alic.-/the

body ....ysiologically and
N-ITsvchologically. prepare it for more
strenuous :cork and lo develop balance,

coordination, gener,11 flexibility, range,
and strength
A dance for phy5ical fitness program
should meet several sessions each week

for a time period ranging from forty
minutes to over one hour. One part of
the cia$ or work period should be varied with basic locomotor techniques in
which the body travels along a route
or path using feet hands, knees, or
some other part of the body. The more
traMtional locomotor techniques of
walks. light runs, slides, gallops. skins,
and combinations of these may be utillied to add varie.y to the students' vocabulary of movement improve coordination, develop a sense of rhythmic

scnth of Alaska and various dance

perception,

styles at the MO, shoo/ and t otionu-

develop group work skills.
The instructor should

nits t enter in College, Alaska Site has
served as dant t chairman for th \orth.
west Dtstrlat A A IIPER

al-

develop

confide

IN

and

emphasize

more rapid loeJmotor activities to increase cardiovascular endurance. Use

some of the principles of interval train-

ing in which physical stress is interspersed with recovery periods during
which activity of a reduced intensity is
i-rrforined. Hops, Jumps, leaps, or rapid rhythmic patterns using vigorous effort may be used The student must

learn good techniques bur must also
learn how to relate the intensity and
quantity of muscular exercise that is
besr for her and then work to increase
her unique potential.
During recovers periods, students
can develop movement fundamentals
and dance skills Students should keep
in mind that they will not develop

strength by the repetition of exercise
of the same intensity. intensity should
he va-ied. Guided by the instructor, the
student could utilize such cavities as
traditional dance steps or the studs of
movement flow, quality, sts lc. and effort
analysis

through dance actismes students
can he encouraged to utilize the 'nosement and effort posibilities of their entire organism Each student has a right
to

experience

the

emosinent

which

rhsthnuc activity can bring through an
upportunits to develop as much efficiency of movement as possible By des eloping a kinesthetic pen :piton of

line. movement, rhythm, and grouping
in time and space. each student will
improse he senstusitx to the stamili
that life provides
The teacher in the pin sical education
program should help people of all ages

build and maintain beautiful and efficient bodies Through technical control

and self-discipline can come freedom
for the instrument of the hods and
selr- confidence for the personality A
successful progression of dance activities can result in unlehhing the creatne
forces that use all need to utilize to gain

a feeling of fu,hIlment Dance in education is not ,iii end in itself Its aim
is to iniegrate through understanding

the nand and hods t the individual
I his

concept

of wholeness

can

he

defiles ed through dance by gising the
student the power to move with strength

and endurance, the skill to move with
llexihilits, riming, balance. dignits, and
relaxation, and the motivation to utilize the total sense of mos einem that
Joins music. grace. and health

Dance techniques and analysis can
tarnish the hu tiling blocks for relat-

ing all kinds of movement, from everydas actisines to %mgt., %LH, Students
at mans differing lescls of physical
htness benefit from the processes insoh ed in d,.nce as a lifetime sport
perhaps dancers can borrow a phrase
that is popular with togging enthusiasts

run for our life 'through dance for
physical fitness we can make life more
interesting, and exerting, and' more
ienefic,a1 to all

Dance for sour life' .I
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dents often derive psychic benefits from
dance

classes

They gain confidence

from Increased competence, become
more expansive, ind feel part of a
group -extremely important to person-

growth and well-being However,
dance as therapy requires intentional
therapeutic intervention based on a relationship established between patient
al

and therapist, with dance activities specifically designed to promote the mental
hea;th of the client The therapist establishes thi, relationship by reflecting
in movement the emotional expiession

of the patient To further the thera-

dance

peutic process the therapist tunes in to
the nuances, intentions, and contradictions of the patients' behavior to develop those latent feelings seeking expression

WHAT IS DANCE THERAPY?
CLAIRE .1( 11.11,4I1 is proit.,

lor the Dante

diry.for

I hool.m .11(oicr,

(th-

gram, to the Health t,nd !'1i an au
onion DePtIr1111021 ul If
College.
CUNY, New York. ,%t a. }or?, 1002I

To pertorm their respective reles
both teacher and therapist have senoils!), studied dance However, while
the teacher is usually an expert in one
technique and is able to deftly demonstrate its steps and style I,. that students
can follow, the therapist must he famil-

Teacher and therapist often use the
same dance steps to accomplish their
respective goals. But, when teaching a
stamp the flamenco teacher, for exanTle, is concerned with developing
the spatial and dynamic aesthetics of
that style whereas the therapist focuses
Jri helping patients understand why and
what or whom they are stamina&
They may also use the same forma-

tions The therapist's choice is usually

based on the emotional state of the
group, whereas the teacher's choice is
usually based on the demands of the
dance form For example, both may be
using a circle formation, the therapist
in order to reduce anxiety and the
teacher to properly teach a hora.
Both teacher and therapist may work
with the same clientele, e.g., the retarded, the blind, the deaf, etc., but
this does not alter their role definitions.
Dance teaching does not become therapy because the clientele is handicapped

or in need of therapy A profession is
not deli -:d by whom it serves but by

learn its 1110% ernents and mani.erisnis,

what it dues A dentist treating an emotionally ill patient is doing dentistry, not
dental therapy
A minor source ot confusion between
dance teaching and dance therapy may
be that many of the pioneers in dance

capped," or "I do eilinmtional dance
Isn't that dance therapy'
The answer is probably no Funda-

the therapist guards against imposing
a style on the patient, and instead en-

therapy, such as Marion Chace and
Faith Shoop, werc dance teachers for

courag,:s development ot a unique way,

many years

of moons In addition to dance back-

mental differeaces in roles, methods,

observation and knowledge of mot.,-

dance therapists they not only shifted
their work from the classroom to the

I am often ask.' the difference between dance therapy and dance teaching Teachers say, "My dance classes
help students express their feelings," or
"I teach dance to the physically handi-

and aims define two elo.crete profesdance therapy an'd dance teaching. Confusion exists because teacher
and therapist share aspects of training,
content, and chentele
Members of each profession engage
in role relationships with their subjects. Dance therapists enact their role
with patients, dance teachers with students The patient expects the therapist
to help with an emotional problem, gain=
mg insight or feeling less aIlY1011S the
student expects the teacher to know
specific technique (jazz, modern, ballet,
etc.) and be able to teach the appropriate steps, rhythm, and style Therefore,
sions

iar with various techniques in order to
time in to all kinds of patients It is
useful for the teacher to consistently
portray a particular style so
'dents

ground the therapist must have skills in
nient behavior, group dynamics, neurophysiology, and the special problems of
various age groups and diagnoses.

However, as they became

clinic, they also developed special skills

and defined a new professiondance

0

therapy.

Dance as therapy requires

1

d$

intentional therapeutic
intervention. Dance activities
are specifically designed to
promote the mental health of
the client.

a dance teacher focusing on a child's
oedipal complex or a dance therapist
spending the therapy session teaching
the fine points of a tour jet,' would each
be violating their professional role.
These roles are pea formed in different
settings

Dance teachers usually work

in studios or -as faculty members in

ntc

schools where, n addmon to teaching,
they may coach, perform, or, choreograph. Dance therapists usually work in
hospitals or clinics, where in addition to
leading sessions they orient staff, write

.1oliena;!,

of

and
N. L'rt'at inn, l,nuazry 1:1/0

records, and report to the treatment
team.

Confusion exists because good dance

teaching is therapeutic and dance stu-

,
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5(55100, It (an
of 111-

here people NT gni, as on

the Israeli kibbutz it an 1frii.a iii ell e mall lia%i
dynamics that can help pull .1 group togt.tIni Other
music can almost destroy
armus group hi. IrLatiiig
an internal focus. The dawc
mist often uses unisie as
a rhythmic support It tics the gri up into a unified stn

luaxed us into it

tore The therapist has to pug, the group tuood and

but she did not respond to the children in her own movements. She 11ill not shape her body to accommodate a
child as he ran In She did not reflect the cluldrens' joy

choose music at coltilligli If p,miult, Ire predimunantl%
depressed, he will not inn on a rousing mareli If the% are
somewhat manic, he nail nl«t tllini at that 11%11 in mum%
and mmement and tr% to hring them down to .1 more
e\ en ..eel.

The search for the meaning of num einem has turned
us to Many sources in -our quest for answer. l'ffintshape1 them constructed In Rudolf I dun, a dancer,
has proven to he purst useful for the dance therapist I k
prOylded a theoretical framework for obsening, recording, and anal ling all kinds of nim einem its application
in the field of dance therm% has helped to Man% II s
Because it focuses on V. hat is sec I and felt %%hen llatilung
a movement purer), Ir gi% es 1100011.104m about the coininumeame as
as the idiosneranc aspects of nun ement
helm% tot' 'What 001 records is the pet
petsnnahtt is it is made
Manifest in the nun %Irma content
Effort -shape has prom )(led an important tool tin re-

...arch that permits the s%steniatic recording of the d%mimics of 1110ellient One of its pt alit( al appcations
that It permits talk about ino% intuit heh.o.i i in purely
windmill terms %% !Wow !melting diagnitstli categories
Rather than an
Joi. is %I athdrn% n, has behailof Is
described \ \ 'hen Jiie is apprimilkil, he slim I% retreats
backward and _0% aol %%Inch anal k1 Interpteted as a
fearful tape of ntreat
CIM. ma% withdraw %% ith
strength m Imam ard low position as it read% to pounce
This type of descrIption Lan he offered %% nth or %% ithout

the interpretation In this llal. effort-dial)/ can help to
or It has
sensitire personnel to patients' inert in.
proved %ery aluable Iii w raising II1111 thi Ps% (Mann,
residents who are %en eager to learn more about themselves and their patients
Effort-shape Meru-% as applied ua the I ulna% Clionometrics protect has 11e1p«1 mu till unddstanding of 111011-

ment st lex across cultures It has polithil to the Iarialdes
that distinguish diltural sty li. anti him the relan to the
level of complesity and type of eeolioni% of .1 specific
society they hale disco n (rod that (Attain itiminant
qualities art. 'IL.
,ignatuft.s, tin.% id, rally .1 pm-m..111.1r
I am
this
culture. i hese qualifies
family of luau (Attar qualities 5.11. I his is hull 1111151
move to stir%11e 111 1111 surroundings and to maintain ill
continuity."
To sun 1% c in our Not. lit. 0111 .1111st Copt. with «Jill
( omple sin in
and Jubilee
phy 511.111.
mmernent infers handling space in a thRi..-diludisional
1

way. In order to he able to manipulate man.
one must ha% e alternate a%enues of approach and retreat
This %anability is one of the first things that patients lose
Dance therapy and dance teaching oiler me on the same

continuum Limning i. diciape title and the,

1,%

in. oho,

teaching. I think that 501111 of till lcssole,
liaIc Icanicil
III &MC Ilicrapi. Lail help us to 10.1 alum'. our dalici

a Riling I he teacher ski, .1 hceome eognualit of her
Omit sty le and hull sk1 11111 it in till aissfoo)i 1 %mem
her stud% mg Graham technique 11 ith two different teach

ers. One teacher ordered us into a iontraction. the other

Hie first ewerienee seemed gruelling

while the other sc(nied almost I'. ilia'
\ 10% einem esolotation has currently become the "in
thing I neentl% watched a teacher direct one of these

lessons. She asked all the right questions

in ;riming nor did her hod\ or her %oice in any way
encompass the movement dynamics she mas asking the
children to perform. I just read a pampi.let above movement exploration IL hick pra se, it as a technique because

teachers don't ha\ e to demonstrate What they dor.'t
realise is that the teacher is always demonstrating. Try-

ing not to be invoked we ale ne%ertheless making a
statement about involvement.
What Is the stnicture of a ty pica! dance class% Students
mill most often be arranged ill places On the floor facing

the teacher They w ill usually work in their places for
most of the period and then do some pattern going across
the floor on a diagonal This has proven to be a :er efficient wan to nin a dance class. This format presents the
teacher as an Althorn % figure set apart from the class.
' I le can relate to each student individually and they can
relate to each other from a distance This is a functional
structure for pi eparing people for a regimented society

mhete rides are narrowly defined But tie students of
toda% arc rebelling against our uptight world They are,
tin mg to effect basic changes In our life style.
Perhaps In our dance classes we Call offer social alterflan% cs that bridge the gap between anarchy on one hand

and rigidit% on the other We should use forms that encourage all kinds of interaction Students should be enciniraged to reaily look at one another and react. Perhaps
ua sonic
c can lessen the feelings of isolation and
alieLation \n interesting way for the teacher to assess
the process in %%filch lie has engaged students in for the
dance hour is to match how they leave. Do they walk
irlit in pairs, in groups, or do they walk alonc%

Danee evresses and reenforces the culture of people.
I he teacher niakes .1 choice as to %%hat aspects of the
eultuie she wishes to reinforce its what she presents and
lo I% hat she omits What should we teach our children?
I III tilt % Rung child m e shou111 prom ode experiences that

tome
the pi rielills that hell) Children recognize
their needs and their feelings. A basic premise of dance
therap% is

that breadth of inmement is necessary for

mental health I la% mg a wide %Alen of patterns gives

the individual a CapaCit to respond III different ways.
\\ e should promote tit., breadth early by allowing
eliddren to 15peneRe the widest gamut of mmement
possabllunls li% doing this. they can dodo!) the necessary Neil)/ of nun (Anent hillaIlor and find their uniqueness V. Ithill that range.

t sonic point we should intimhice dames from other
eoulitnes I think it is important to familianie children

nth odic r lulturis and customs. If as children they undel stand how another culture aim es as Atilt!, they need
nut he Iiighiencd by the spectre of alien ideas. Up until
Reeittl% dance curneuluins 11.1%e primarily included
1\ estcril Itiropcan dances, iii which the musical forms
and the social ol pill/MIMI alt. more closely allied to our

1.,rni We are not just teaching falls and contractions, we
ale reenforctily a Way Of life.
he student taking a clane:c class. who does not aspire
I lies are often SIII1p1111ed adt It dances mimicking
adult social reiationslups. ant. 1 dons to 11111SIL al uucipieo\L II.

I In. conk always reminds me of painting lit 'minim, I he form is

tatra by an American du ce-ptcce hand

vaguely recognizable but the content I. flat.
1Ve lu e 111"-a world of instant communication, our
think elm we
choice of materials should reflect this
1

should change our emphasis along auto 1111LS,

t% L

[Lan idiom, t% L lob till music

(r lonely, Lthy not allow these feelings to

and often

he aired m .he dance class=

NlotIcrn dariLL tLavhing is SOIlletlIneS Ler> strange in

S110111,1

go further afield and closer to !ionic. \\ L should utcludc
much more about our Int 11 111LrIL.111 dank licritagL
jazz, dancesAfro-taribbcan dancLs, tic ilant.Ls of \i icr
lean Indians, Nle.w.ans, and oiliLrs t\L should also ALL
out the dances front the Fast Cluna, Indust, Bah, etc.
`,11e .1totild use tits original nutsie of a couitti t 1 hen
4-- We translate it into an N.

ocrform, should lick crtheless be allomsd to have a
Lim nt espenenee We 11.1 e been traditents,
tionallt stuck on form and specific
rarcls allow feelings to be evpressed In a
bounces
ti orld where students arc legitimately angry, fearful,
L 'unpick It

that

stuili las n scr do daises Thc beginning painter

lilt

tits nmderll dance student can take
paints pictures,
scars of Llas.scs and net cr make up a dance. They seem
forLt d r stuck on the brush stroke Its el. We rationalize
this by sastng, "flies don't haute enough technique"
Iltcrc ail other subtle contentions that permeate
danci. tLac,Iiing

I ruin mho bung told not to have any

of the essence of stile, tilt fifth qualitit,s tacit support
the dance, that hilt) L rLatt. its nnilint. itganurauon Uhl

L prLssion on nit face because that would distract from
the boils configuration I cachers rarely say that today,

111S01111C1ItS and t ocalliation of a particular country art

but hither do tics encourage aunts of expression and
fi.Lling Iles also holds true for making sounds while

not ralitionilt selected but cont,tbutc to that cultural
integrity.

1,ct us now turn to tilt tic Id of t odcni dalILL,
arc of u is I kJ 11 Is tcaLlung a sq._
hotly of tichniquL or ttlictlici b,. allowing; lit, -,tuilLiits
L teach
to e +foie Ilicir ossu mosuncnt ILpt.rtifirt,
a particular tuhnutut tat should 1.114, \t hat that technique cont ey s. I or 'sample, tf tkt arc (caching (.r;liani,
teacher must be

Lc are I. 0111111Itting OurSL

I.'S to a St% IL that ,tresses con-

t:ol. Freedom and lson.mcnt aril sal riticcAl to shape and

dancing. WhL must it be a mlent,eLpeitence=
Dance t. a untyuc art .i, that it .I:Ic1:11.'with everyday
human bLhat lor It IS both &Kied and profane. The stuff
if dams tie !MILS the most ob,, use gesture and du: most
gant-rItual. It is shat Ul.LC 11C,:11 anti shat we Can be-

teachers can play a %cry important role in
contributing to the mental health of our nation. We can
help tutu 'students on to their own salt IM'rentiak We
t

must do it Lc isels and carefully

.Thurna1 of liralth, Phy8ica1
i ou ,o;d q.,,!reat i on, January 1970
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Dance and the Deaf
PETER R WISHER 17 chairman, De-

DC Gallaudet 17 a college especially
for the deal

tion of signs: io dance movement For
example, a sign used in communication
is abstracted, thus making It an art form.
A story, poem. or song can be *lanced
if one uses this method: the abstraction

It would be difficult indeed to find

of communication cues A similar pattern is used by hearing people when

any statement of educational aims with-

human gestures are treated in this man-

it some mehtion of creative pursuits
as worthy obiectnc in the general edu-

ner When it is realized that most deaf
people think in concrete terms and that

partment of Physical Education and Athletics, Gal laudet College, Washington.

cation of youth This viewpoint is
(nen more important to the hearing-

thinking in the abstract

is especially

impaired.' since many common pursuits,

difficult for them, you can readily see
what an accomplishment it is for the

music, television, drama. etc. are of

deaf to formulate these abstractions in

more limited value In areas where hear-

the dance

ing is a manor factor, the deaf, enjoy
and achieve outstanding measures of
success home economics. sports, drat-its,
and, of course, the dance

Accompaniment. The matter" of accompaniment for the dance, especially where
it concerns the deaf is a matter of considerable importance We refer here to

Because of the reduced influence of
sound in the lives of the deaf, percep-

the perception of rhythm or beat by
means of auditory stimuli But one of

tion of isual images increases in im-

the concepts held by most creative
dancers is that when dance is employed
for communication, the dance, per se is
absolute music, costume, scenery, serve

portance in all phases of education and
daily living This dependence on the ,

visual scres to emphasize the importance of movement. which is an important aspect of communication Some
educators of the deaf even beliese that
some deaf people think in terms of
motion Corsequendy, the area of the
dance may have reLuively more importance in the lives of the deaf than of the
hearing
Students at Gallaudet College have

developed what is termed a "new art
form

In essence at is the transfortna-

In referring to the deer
ch terms as
'drat mute' or 'deaf and , wig are not only
repugnant ro the deaf, but they are also tn
acwrate Most d..af persons can learn to
speak, althoegn the speech of some will be
more intelligible th,n others

only to supplement the dance As a
matter of fact, Doris Humphry, one
of the recognized leaders in the dance,
experimented with and performed two
dances in silence "Sonata Tragica,- and

"Drama of Motion," In view of this,
their world of silence should not preclude the deaf from participating, creating, and performing all forms of the
dance

Awareness of rhythmic patterns can
be internal as well as otter' I, and ac-

'Four means of communication are used an
the educational process of the deaf.
( I ) Oral communication' all communica-

tion between individuals is done orally by
means of speech, speechreading, and using of

auditory equipment

(2) Finger spelling each Inter of the
alphabet has a corresponding position of the
fingers, and all words are spelled.
(3) Language of signs. a sign with the
hand is made to indicate an object or an
action

A single movement or gesture may
have meaning, thus enabling a more rapid
communtcation Generally, the manual alphabet and the language of stgns are integrated

signs are used, and where none exist the
words are spelled

(4) The timultaneout method: the language of signs, manual alphabet, and speech
are used simultaneously. This allows the

hearing-impaired individuals a five-way approach in communicating, speech, speechreading, the language of signs, manual alpha-

bet, and the use of any residual hearing
which may be utilized through decrronic

amplification This as the method in effect
at Gallaudet College
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to the vestibular portion of the inner

5.

There is a possibility that the cause
of deafness in some has also effected the
se'sobular portion This inability to
.1...r

maintain good balance. may be true in
situations where the horizon is not seen,
or in darkness
However, poor balance, in the sense
of total body response, has not been a
problemin the. dance, and also in
sports and recreational activities In this
regard one caution should be noted' the

t.

ndividuals we have observed may not be

representante of the total deaf population, since all are college students Also,
the particular cause of deafness may
effect balance A pupil becoming deaf
from spinal meningitis may have poorer
balance than a pupil born deaf.

,
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Students of Gallatart College olio, a participation session on the Mike Douglarelernion thou'.

Dance and speech

`'he acquisition of

good speech on the part of the deaf
student is a most important administrame consideration An informal study
has been in progress for some time in

the primacy grades to encourage the
.mprovenient of speech through singing
games and dances It would scent reason-

able to believe that a hearing-impaired

cimpamment tf aiiikind can only seise
in a supplementary ilattift
the ritrfound!) deaf Hov.cter, experience has
t1.1

demonstrated that sucecssful rhythm responses often ixcur in the absence of
auditory stands F r indit iduals possessing any degree of hearing, of course.
advantage is taken of all possible auditory cues percussion instruments. amplified music, the use of hearing aids,
the simultaneous mettutd, etc

The use of audlinfY and usual rhyth-

mic stimuli in teaching dance to the
deaf is an area of needed research Methods successfully used by us at Gallaudet
College Include percussion Instruments,

phonograph recordings. and hand signals Some consideration has been giten
to the use of light impulses and ()termed metronomes
Tactile cue, Esidence indicates that the
sense of touch in the deaf is utilizeNI to

a greater degree than in the hearing

child in the relaxed environment of a

Many of the deaf have stated that they
feel vibrations These vibrations are
most generally transmitted through the
their, furniture, or the record player it-

recreational setting would be more apt
paiiicipate in group singing or danc-

self Seared) a day goes by that students

are not observed touching the "pike
box,' the record player, or the grand
piano when some one is playing Besides
obtaining rhythmic tics for dances,
there seems to be an -lenient of satisfac-

tion resulting from this contact People
who have no interest ui dancing are observed touching the musical instrument
Loud speakers placed directly on a
wooden floor increase the intensity of
vibrations Also, the use of bass tones
seem to enhance vibratory reception
Creativit) The deaf, assisted by the language of signs, seem to be more Creative
than their hearing peers and appear to

rear greater benefits A lack of hearing
may motivate the deaf student to seek
other outlets for his feelings Being de-

puted of singing, and eqxcially of
choral singing. which so many hearing
people find emotionally satisfying, may

make the deaf pupil more' aware of
emotional Satisfactions gained from the
dance
Balance

In professional literature regarding the deaf, there appears to be
evidence that the deaf hate poor balance This attitude is reinforced by the
fact that the sear of balance is attributed

ing than in a ,cure formal classroom
satiation Gratifying results arc encouraging the continuance of this device at
that level

Deaf inform in dance. In general, there

appears to be no difference in dance
interest between those profoundly d...af
and those students v(Ith some residual

At the present time, two remired physical education classes are
functioning at Gaffaudet Collegethe
social dance and the modern dance
Bearing.

These courses are elective, but many of
the students taking required physical edLitman' enroll in these two courses In
addition to the required physical educa-

tion program. there are three other .ol
untary dance interest groups on the cam
pus a recreational dance group, a social
dance club, and a performing group

Valuer in dance In the dance the deaf
find an excellent area for selfexpres
stuff, it seems to fulfill a need basic to
all individuals Additional values realized from participation in the dance are

( h promotion of physical fitness, (2)
provision of an environment m which
tensions are released. ( 3) assistance in
at(aming desirable social outcomes,

through the many group efforts. ) the
understanding and apprecanon of the
dance in general engendered, and (5)
development of certain spiritual values
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In bucf, the dance has its unique
contribution to make to the total edu

canon of youth, but to the hearingunpaired it has a still more special sig.
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Dance is a visual art for the spectator and a kiniiiir",
or is it? To what extent is the mastery of movement patty'
visual imagination and memory? To soninsiditi.:'
what can dance be, what can spatial ddACKoktior,

'

,

What can dance be
to someo
nnot Seep
t
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Blind children have the same delight in and need for
using movement freely and imaginatively as have their
sighted fellows. Children love to explore mot eine nt

(creativelyto stretch, to curl, to spin, to run, to lift. to
fall, to swing. They love to be big and strong, tiny and
fragile, ridiculous or magnificent They love to praettee
\feats of balance and power and pret b1011. All t tiddler'
ileed help to explore design, eommunitation, and control
.of their body's motion, but blind tioldren has' the
greater need since they cannot ,mica te rhiough seeing
what others do and must have a safe environment in order
to experience free and vigorous at WM.

Because there is increasing integration of the blind in
all areas of living, their ability to move about needs to be
developed to its fullest. Blind youngsters want to be aecepted among their sighted peers and to know how to do
as others do. They wish to move with the same e Ve as
do their sighted companions, but if they receive no extra
help and assurance a burden is added to their hancheap

Teaching Methods
HoW do we modify our methods to teach dance to the
blind? Dance is dependent upon the development of the
kinesthetic sense Yet, being visually-minded, vet often
say, "Do it like this," or 'I'll show sou,' and then we
demonstrate the patterns with sometimes 41 but of eounting
or singing to set the rhythm Our students, who have {-ten

mimicking what they see ever since they Widd see, do
their best to copy the demonstration
When teaching the blind, host es a, we must think out
more clearly just what it is that we with done lid how it
is to be communicated. 'nothing dame to the blind .s
slow at first, because their voeabulary of mov einem
more Imuted than that of sighted children. The tilt .'rung
of verbal descriptions for tenon have to be more tarefully
established.

Most children in the course of their desk lopment learn

to gallop and skip, to run and Lip, to jump and hop
After they have discovered these ,le

!MS for themselves,

they are generally given the word for Loeb anon. But
blind children's freedom to move may have been so dias
tically curtailed that they have no idea of what action is

MARGARET P. DUGGAR has tauxht at Chatham Col

for Blind
lege and the Western Pc-my!: aria
Children in Pittsburgh, Penn9liarna, a hen

Ord "skip- To help them to discover the
quick freedom and bounce 4epre tented by "skip" is both
a delight to them and a real challenge for the mother
One cannot tech as many in one elas: effectively when
the students are blind. To establish a Verbal vocabulary for
iiic,uit by the

movement a is often net essary to use touch to have a
student feel the tem her:s movement or be moved by the
teacher. Thus one must work fur while in a one to one
relationship, demanding either very small classes or sev
end sighted assistants. More individual assurance that they
understand al4d are performing an action correctly is
needed when the students cannot see %chat others are doing

Blind children his e seldom expeneneed the sheer fun
running fast and some has: never leaped), they
love to discover fast, vigorous locomotion done with a
sighted eompanion or so strut cured that they know where
th.) can go s, c.:ly They enjoy a strenuous folk dance
such as Troika, 11 hieh they can learn ,is readily as any
eonfidento. to 11101, e with lightness
sighted group once
and speed has been gained.
f

Spatial Awareness
The blind must imaginatively make for themselves .
Unified whole of the world to a larger extent than tilt
sighted, since the blind lesin their environment througltouching it in hits and pieces while the sighted eon obtair

a whole pattern of near and far at a glance The eoneep
forming s,anal designs of which they tan be totally
a 55 are through use of the body's mov LAI eat opens at
exiting new world to many blind elularen. The blinc
respond with even snore pleasure than sighted children on
discovering hoc.. the legs and arms can move in various

ways to make designs in space. The first time I assisted
brae she
an eager sixth grader through a simple port
exclaimed, "Oh, host beautiful'" Op.«. they grasp the
basic ideas, they are as ready and as wise as sighted
children in assisting to pi in the choreography foi a dance
Learning to bet °Inc kinesthetically aware of his posi-

tion and path in space is not only neees ary as a dance
skill but is of the utmost importanee for his daily living
to the blind. A Maypole dance taught to second and third
graders 1.7,e theni an opportunity to skip freely while
maintaining, a large circle. When we started, many of them

could not move in such a way as to keep the ribbons
always tight but made a meandering path when the
feeling that a curve is movement around a central point
difficult even

the experience shared in this article. She 15 currently !ii mg

was lost. To produte sueecSVIVC curves
for many sighted persons.

in Belmont, California. Photographs taken at Irta,rn
Chailt, Martin
Pennsylvania &Imo! for Blind Childr,n,

Fifth and sixth graders and older blind children find
pleasure in jumping with quarter, half, and whole turns,
L04,

1I
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many are able to ae:omplish even the whole turns uith
relative ease Houever.-ualking accurately in a square is
more difficult It is a challenge %chat sonic object is
placed on the floor at their feet and, after a series of
walks, skips. gallops, or runs to musk or drums, they are
able to arrive at the starting object +gam Dancing out
patterns, such as a large heart with lack edges and a picture

inside for Valentine's Day, is both fun and an aid

to

spatial orientation

Body Awareness
The blind often have trouble. %call balance. and helping

them to become alert to the hods

a whole, as

it is

shifted from one position to another, seems to help them
Many blind children experience lo&omotion tnk as .t
slow shuffling gait with upper arms held rightly to the
sides, elbows bent, hands held out in front, heads drcoping

forward To show them that the% -re balance On one
foot and freely swing the other leg at the hip Joint. that
they can move their arms at the shoulder Joint, that the,.
can lift their head and breathe more freely, iiid furthermore, that .111 this Lan be done sunultaneouslcrt.Lais
a new world to them Since 'het have 'lever seen dance.
the very Aka that the bitch 'Is form . nd mutton which
can be sculptured as they might %cork with clay is all

Rhythmic Perception
Blind children uich the most hunted movement ability

often br surpass sighted students in the perception of
rhythm designs and memorization of rhythmic patterns
The blind an obtain the feel of all action through its
rhythm first and develop and refine its pattern
space
later, whereas in the,siglitecl the process is often the .,ther
way around After .spending time %call the blind, a dame
teacher comes to realize inure fully that sonic of the
difficulties in learning, e\pericoled by the sig:ited stem
from continuing to rely on the visual ,aspect of movement
rather than gaining its kinesthetic, illy thmic feel.
Blind children respond well to the use of percussion
instruments They are quick co pick up and to invent
rhythmic designs with which to accompany themselves. I
found them inclined to stamp out rhythms they had been
given for movement Whale this ha. the practical purpose
of establishing a group feeling and of know mg %%here
their companions arc so they can avoid colbstons, it acid
to their already too-well-established habits of being earth
bound and heavy in moving. When given bells, tamborines, or other similar sound mailer, they c in move more
lightly, this also adds to the fun and group ,iwar..ticss
i

Sound and Motion
The use of different instruments for matching quality
of sound and movement is as much fun for -hem as for
sighted children A whole gamut of characters. situations,
frc,

session The children %cant to investigate the instruments

and learn bum th:y are. played. They can feel as well
as hear the vibrations of a gong going on and on after
at has been struck. This helps them to attam a sustained
motion when using the gong for accompaniment. The
continuing vibratory motion of th- gong can be contrasted with an instrument such as a wood-block which
needs a sharp stroke for the sound and has very little
subsequent vibration Thus sound and motion are integrated in a sightless world. Through dancing this integration can be developed further as the children move to
the uhistling and flow of the wind over them when they

run, to the sound of %caves and passing trucks, to the
sounds made by voices and words and music.

Teaching by Analogy
In using analogies and images a neve teacher of blind
children can make amusing mistakes For instanee, to help

me to learn names quickly ,a necessity

in

working

uith the blind- -anti to give tkm a problem in spatial
design. 1 suggt.sted to .L group of second graders that they

spell their names in large letters on the floor with their

exciting concept

Reprinted

and dramas can be developed %cub a gong, a tinkling
tiny bell, or a strongly struck drum.
"Please let me sec that" is the question when instruments unfamiliar in sound ,ire brought to the dance

Journal o
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feet They all started a most wonderful tattoo of hops and
lumps. writing in brad&
Many descriptions fur types and qualities of movement
can he the same for blind as for sighted children. Huge

giants, tiny mu e. funny clowns are the same for both
groups The dame teacher soon finds that not all images
are equally useful, houever. A blind child may of immediately know that an airplane's %%tugs in the sky differ

from those of a bird or a butterfly. "Batiking like an airhelpi'id in teaching .urves and circles to -Sighted
children, is some- wig nut so familiar to a blind ch Id

and must be Luigi

.is a process before it can be used
a concept for n untaming mentaion in space when

moving on a curvy

path.

Obietts tb,r can be touched can be used with blind
children to set off klis.usmon and experimentation in new
dance possibilities. They can shot% the dame of the petals

of a flovveri prickly pine: branch, a smooth stone, a
rubber band, a straight stick.
Visually handicapped children receive the same pleasure

in and have the same need for vigorous movement experiences as their sighted fellous. In fact, their need for
kinesthetic awareness and memory may well be greater
than fur the sighted Dance ranks high among the physical
activities from which blind children can benefit. There is
little difference between the sighted and the unsighted in
whit c.40 be be taught and enjoyed in dance, but as with
any child, the teacher must start with %%here the child is and

with a language he can understand.
:1u(vtion awn Recreation, May 196R
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ON DANCE

Sources of Records
1.

A. B. LeCrone Rhythms Record Company, 819 N.W. 92nd Street, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73114.

2.

Bridges Dance Wear, .:i10 West Jefferson, Dallas, Texas 75208.

3.

Educational Activities, Inc., P.D. Box 392, Freeport, New York 11520.

4.

Folk Dance House, 108.West 16 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.

5.

Hoctor Dance Records, Inc., P.O. Box 38, Wal,:wick, New Jersey 07463.

6.

Kimbo Educational, 86 South Fifth Avenues Long Branch, New Jersey 07740.

7.

Lyons, 530 Riverview Avenue, Elkhar., Indiana 46514.

8.

Q T Records, Statler Record Corporation, 73 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10003.

9.

Rhythms Productions Records, Whitney Building, Box 34485, Los Angeles,
California 90034.

Periodicals About Dance

1

The following newsletters and journals are either totally concerned
with dance or often .arry articles or noteworthy items dealing with dance.
Although articles on dance for physically handicapped persons will probably
be in the minority, readers can use these
iodicals to glean ideas,
share their programs with individuals who ig t never have thought of dance
as a possibility for physically handicappe pe sons, and keep in touch with
the broad field of dance.
1.

American Dance Guild Lewsle-ter (monthly), 1619 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10019.

2.

American Dance Therapy Association Newsletter (quarterly), 1000 Century
Plaza, Suite 216E, Columbia, Maryland 21044.

3.

Dance Magazine, Danad Publishing Company, Inc., 10 Columbus Circle,
New York,

4.

Dance News, Dance News, Inc., 119 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 100L9.

5.

Dance Research Journal, Committee on Research in Dance, 35 West Fourth
Street, Room 6751), New York University, Washington Square, Department of
Dance Education, New York, N.Y. 10003.
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Room 603,

6.

Dance Scope (semiannual), American Dance Guild, 1619 Broadway, Room 603,
New York, N.Y. 10019.

7.

Journal of Physical Education and Recreation, PAHPER, 1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

8.

Spotlidl on Dance (Newsletter), National Dance Association, 1201 16th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Organizations Concerned With Dance
1.

American Dance Guild, 1619 Broadway, Room 603, New York, N.Y. 10019.

2.

American Dance Therapy Association, 1000 Century Plaza, Suite 216E,
Columbia, Maryland 21044.

3.

Committee on Research in Dance, 35 W. Fourth Street, Room 675D, New Yolk
University, Washington Square, DepartmLit of Dance Education, New York,
N.Y. 10003.

4.

Country Dance and Song Society of Ame.ica, 55 Christopher Street, New
York, N.Y. 10019.

5.

Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing, Unit
Box 90, Vernon, New Jersey 07462.

'

States Ballroom Branch,

6.° Laban Art of Movement Guild, c/o Laban Art of Movement Cen.-_,.e, Woburn Hill,
Addlestone, Surrey KT15 2QD, Fnpland.
7.

The National Dance Association, American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 10036.

8.

National Therapeutic Recreation Society, 1601 North Kent Street,
Arlington, Virginia 22209.

Printed Materials
4

.'

Published material pertaining to dance for physically handicapped
individuals is scarce, and a bibliography that contained only a li:Aing of
those materials would be short indeed. Books, articles, and papers on dance
for individuals with a variety of handicapping conditiors have much to offer -general ideas for dance programs, rationale for dance as a therapeutic
recreation activity, benefits of dance. Therefore, even though, this publication deals with dance for physically handicapped persons the blbliographic
listing which follows represents materials on dance for persons with
all handicapping conditions.

General Sources on Dance
1.

Andrews, Gladys. Creative Rhythmic Movement for Children.
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954.

En,'ewood

Explores movement in relation to child development and creativity.
Sections cover movement exploration, deve.lopment of movement, effects
of space and rhythm on movement, making percussion instruments, ideas
and compositions, for movement, and music and progressions for dance.
2.

King, Bruce. Creative Dance: Experience for Learning.
New Jersey: Dance World Books, 1968.

Blawenburg,

Introduction to the creative teaching of dance to children. Discusses
creative dance in elementary education, principles and techniques of
creative teaching, and interests of children that can be used for dance.
One section deals with the teacher's skills and attitude. A bibliography is included.
3.

Kraus, Richard. Pocket Guide of Folk and Square Dances and Singing
Games.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1966.

This bOok is designed for elementary grades, but it could also be used
with older mentally retarded children. Begins with such activities
as "Fivg.Little Chickadees" and the "Mulberry Bush", to "Virginia Reel",
"Maypole Dance", "Salty Dog Rag" and square dancing.
4.

Kubitsky-Kaltman.
Teachers' Dance Handbook No. 1.
Freeport, New York:
Educational Axtivities, Inc., (P.O. Box 392, 11520), n.d.

Outlines a definite program with prOgression based on growth and
development. Begins with rhymes, songs, plays, and simple dances to
more advanced national dances of many countries. Explicit directions
and tunes are included in each dance.
5.

Latchaw and Pyatt.
A Pocket Guide of Dance Activities.
Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1958.

Englewood

Gives explicit directions for movement experiences in play acting,
creative movement, music with movement, gradual:Iv working from simple
nursery rhyme dances to popular folk dances.
6.

Mason, Kathleen Criddle, editor.
Dance Therapy: Focus on Dance VII.
Washingtdn, D.C.: American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, (7201 16th Street, N.W. 20036), 1974. '$5.50.

Compilation of articles exploring the development, theory, and methods
of dance therapy. Philosophy and methods are examined for the role of
the dance therapist in apsychiatric setting, as a member of a clinical
team, in group therapy, and in individual work. Techniques for research
and observation aye examined. Dance is discussed for the following
special groups: Children with minimal brain dysfunction, the visuallyimpaired, the deaf, children with emotional or learning problems, and
older people.
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7.

Nagel, Charles, and Moore, Fredricka. Skill Development Through Games
Palo Alto, California: The National Press,
and Rhythmic Activities.
1966.

Material presented is useful to personnel directing the progression of
Definite skills are related
skill development for various age groups.
to practice in these areas: goals and purposes for developing movement
skills; ball skills; rhythm skills; advanced ball skills; team games;
and dance skills for folk and social dance.
The carefully worked-out
progressions and many sequential illustrations make the contents quite
appropriate for those who work with the mentally retarded in physical
education or recreation programs.
8.

Schmai_, Claire.
"What is Dance Therapy."
and Recreation 47:1:39: January 1976.

Journal of Physical Education

Explores the differences between dance therapy and dance teaching.
Although good dance teaching is therapeutic, dance as therapy requires
intentional therapeutic intervention.
9.

Schmais, Claire. "What Dance Therapy Teaches Us About Teaching Dance."
Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 41:1:36 35,88;
January 1970.

The underlying theme of dance therapy -- reinforcing the ability to
communica,-e -- is reflected through experiences and comments of a dance
therapist. Attention is given to the important elements of a dance,
session and the use of effort-shape theory to give meaning to movement.
Exploration of the structure of a typical dance class, the growth.of
social interaction as a result of dance, the possibilities of using
dances from other countries in order to express the culture of other
people, and the field of modern dance are discussed in relation to
dance therapy.
0.

"Dance as a Lifetime Sport."
Education and Recreation 46:6:36-37; June 1975.

-tSnyder, Mary Cowden.

Journal of Physical

Discusses the benefits of dance for a physical fitness program. Dance
techniques can furnish the building blocks for all kinds of movement.
11.

Weiner, Carole. Dance-Movement Therapy Jibliography.
Gowanda State Hospital, 1973.

Helmuth, New York:

These sources on movement and creative dance are applicable to all
Emphasis is on materials used with mentally, physically and/or
ages.
Listings include articles, bibliotmotionally handicapped children.
graphies, books, booklets, films, journals, newsletters, equipment,
odds and ends, and musical instruments.
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Dance for Mentally Retarded Persons
12.

Calder, Jean E.
"Dance for the Mentally Retarded "
19:2:67-78; July 1972.

Slow Learning Child

The role of dance in education and particularly in the education of the
mentally retarded is discussed.
Considered are such factors in da.Ace
programs as size of class, appropriate selection of types of dances,
the variety of accompaniments possible, and the role of the teacher
in the dance program.
A review of research relating co the place
of dance in programs for the mentally retarded and to the significance
of dance programs in perceptual motor development programs is presented.
13.

Canner Norma.
.
Beacon Press, 1968.
.

.

and a Time to Dance.

Boston, Massachusetts:

The use of creative movement and dance to help young retarded children
is described through narrAtive and through 125 photographs which
represent the physical and emotional growth of a class and illustrate
activities and techniques. Teaching methods are suggested for circle
activities, nonparticipants, the isolation of body parts, locomotor
movements, activities with sound, instruments, and other materials,
and rest period objectives and procedures. A discussion of teachers'
workshops is included.
14.

Dobbs, J. P. B. The Slow Learner and Music:
A Handbook for Teachers.
New York:
Oxford University Press, Inc., 1966.

Describes the value of music for slow learners and emphasizes the
significance of music in the schools. Instructional activities and
methods are suggested for group singing, instrumental music, listening,
and movement and dance. Appendices provide lists of general background
reading, music books for teachers, song books, records, film strips,
books and music for movement and dance, music publishers, and related
associations.
15.

Ginglend, David R.
The Expressive Arts for the Mentally Retarded.
Arlington, Texas: National Asso-iation for Retarded Citizens, 1967.

Includes selected articles to stimulate thinking about the role of
expressive arts in educating and training the mentally retarded, and
in broadening their interests and activities during leisure time.
Areas included:
art, arts and crafts, communication and language,
dance, dramatics, and music.
16.

Grassman, Cyrus S.
"Modified Folk and Square Dancing for the Mentally
Retarded." The Physical Educator 15:1:32-35; March 1958.

Provides modifications for four standard dances which can be used with
groups of mentally retarded age 7-12, IQ 50-75. For each dance includes:
record needed, formation, movement per measure, words when used, and
other possible adaptations. Dances include:
"Bingo," "Seven Steps,"
"Masquerade," and "Waltz Quadrille."

Miller, Ann. "Growing with Music."
310-311; April. 1954.

17.

Exceptional Children 20:305-307,

Singing and dancing were the two musical activities chosen to be used
in a junior high school class for mentally retarded children. Singing
was taught by rote and consisted mainly of familiar songs with repetitive
words. Folk dancing was first introduced through the use of musical
rhythms.
Simple dances were then taught with the express purpose of
conducting an activity which assured immediate success and satisfaction.
Tipple, Blanche.
"Dance Therapy and Education Program."
Leisura
2:4:9-12; October 1975.

18.

Journal of

Describes the dance therapy rrogram at Mu-koka Centre (Gravenhurst,
Ontario).
Over 150 mentally retardei residents participate in twice
weekly classes consisting of ballet, tap, acrobatics, and ballroom
dancing. The dance prOgram is not only fun but also enhances muscle
coordination, body movement, and social behavior.

Dance for Mentally Ill Persons
19.

'

Blankenburg, W.
"Tanz in der Tberapie Schizophrener (Dance in tba,
Therapy of Schizophrenics)." Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics 17:5-6:
336-342; 1962.

Describes the use of dance as a therapeutic modality in the treatment
of schizophrenia.
Various dances from different epochs in the history
of dance were employed..
20.

Carroccio, Dennis P., and Quattlehaum, Lawrence F. "An Elementary
Technique for Manipulation of Participation in Ward Dances at a NeUropsychiatric Hospital." Journal of Music Therapy 6:4:108-109; 1969.
Discusses ways to increase participation in a weekly dance via manipulation of environmental variables.

21.

"Dance for Psychotic Children." Journal of Health,
Gewertz, Joanna.
Physical Education, and Recreation 35:1:63-64; January.,1964.
Describes the sessions of a dance therapy program for fifteen psychotic
Discusses the methods used to elicit participation. Program
chi'ld,en.
was led by a volunteer-teacher.

22.

Huberty, C. J.; Quirk, J. P.; and Swan, W. "Dance Therapy with Psychotic
Children." Archives of General Psychiatry 28:5:707-713; May 1973.
The development and evaluation of a dance program are described. The
program was designed to modify a variety of irregular and disordered
body-movement patterns common to psychotic children; it was conducted
in a day-care unit f.t psychotic etildren.
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23.

Paley, A. M. "Dance Therapy:
An Overview." American Journal of
Psychoanalysis 34:81-83; 1974.

24.

Roberts, A. G. "Dance Movement Therapy: Adjunctive Treatment in
Psychotherapy." Canada's Mental Health 22:4:11-; December 1974.

25.

Sandal, S. L. "Integrating Dance Therapy into Treatment."
and Community Psychiatry 26:7:439-440; July 1975.

Hospital

Dance for Persons Who Are Visually or Hearing Impaired
26.

Case, Maurice. Recreation for Blind Adults.
Charles C. Thomas, 1966.

Springfield, Illinois:

The effects of blindness in adults, activity programs, and the administrative technicalities of these programs are discussed. Activities
include arts and crafts, study and participation in dance and drama,
group activities and social events, literary and language activities,
nature outings, sporting events, and miscellaneOus activities. The
chain of administration, programing, financing, and physical facilities,
including operational problems, are included in addition to the practical
problems of recruiting, transporting, and charging patients for the
services.
27.

Chapman, Ann, and Cramer, Miriam.
American Dance Guild, Inc., 1973.

Dance and the Blind Child.

New York,:

Details of teaching one blind child in a class of sighted children.
Includes 8 pages of lesson plans.
28.

Duggar, Margaret P.
"What Can Dance Be to Someone Who Cannot See?"
Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation 39:5:28-30; May 1968.
Methods _ : teaching blind children to dance are suggested, including
establishing a verbal vocabulary of movement and using analogy and
images.
Also explained are methods of developing spatial awareness,
tidy awareness, and rhythmic perception, and of using instruments for
matching quality of sound and motion.

29.

Kratz, L. E. Movement Without Sight.
Publications, 1973.

Palo Alto, California:

Peek

Provides a definition of blindness, the role of relaxation, and posture
locomotion.
Activities cover individual stunts and self-testing,
rhythms, and dance.
30.

Polk, Elizabeth.
"Notes on the Demonstration of Dance Technique and
Creative Dance as Taught to Deaf Chile en, Ages 7-11." Journal of the
American Dance Therapy Association, In
1:1:4-5; Fall 1968.
.

Methods and techniques for teaching deaf children to dance are suggested.
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31.

"Dance and the Deaf." Journal of Health, Physical
Wisher, Peter R.
Education, and Recreation 40:3:81; March 1969.

Discussion of considerations for hearing impaired participants in dance
activities. Accompaniment, tactile cues, creativity, balance, relationship to speech development, student interest, and program values are
covered

Dance for Physically Handicapped Individuals
32.

Hecox, Bernadette, Ellen Levine, and Diana Scott. "A Report on the Use
of Dance in Physical Rehabilitation: Every Body has a Right to Feel
Good." Rehabilitation Literature 36:1:11-16; January 1975.
Describes and evaluates a dance program for physically handicapped adults
that has been going on for three years at St. Luke's Hospital (New York
City). Components of a well-balanced session include body warm-up,
exercises based on dance techniques, movement involving others,
opportunity for individual expression, and movement just for fun. Five
case studies illustrate the values of dance to participants with various
physical handicaps.
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